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Interview with the legendary Raison d’etre. Active since 
the early 90s he has inspired countless acts with his 
trademark sound. He is perhaps my personal favorite 
dark ambient musician and I’m sure many others would 
feel the same way.

---

You have been releasing as Raison d’etre since 1992. Do 
you feel like you accomplished what you set out to do 
with the project? Are there any goals that you are still 
looking to accomplish?

Raison d’être is part of the a Self-realization process, 
C.G. Jung named this  process ‘individuation’, and this 
is a life long thing. I will bring raison d’être with me un-
til I die and I will discover things along the way to my  
death, so there must be many goals ahead to accom-
plish. The thing is that I don’t know them yet, it’s like 
being the first one discovering, being the first on a path 
no one as ever waked before, and at the same time it’s 
the path that I were born to walk. It’s a mysterious path, 
it’s all in obscurity until it becomes clear (if it ever does).

You are probably the most well known dark ambient 
artist who utilizes the sacral aspects in their music. Per-

sonally, this is the kind of ambient that I am most drawn 
to. What draws you to these religious elements?
 
I’m not religious in any way, but I’m interested in myths, 
legends, early stories of any religion, by some reason. 
Maybe I’m drawn to them because I don’t believe in 
them, but I want them to be the truth because the sto-
ries are great. I really want to experience those stories, 
visualise them, be part of them. I think bringing reli-
gious (mainly christian) elements, into the music the 
way I’m doing it creates a tension between dualities 
and contradictions: between black and white, good and 
evil, beauty and sorrow. The music becomes a drama 
between opposite poles. That’s what makes the music 
more exciting I think.

Your most recent studio album was “The Stains of the 
Embodied Sacrifice” which, in my opinion, had an ex-
tremely deep, meditative vibe to it. What were your 
goals when writing this album? I found it to be a little 
more droning and dense than previous works, was this 
intentional?

One major goal was to make it some kind of a psycho-
somatic album; to affect the nervous system and the 
psyche by attacking it at different levels and in different 
ways. I wanted the experience in some way to be like a
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strong religious revelation. The con-
cept is in some proportion biblical 
with human sacrifice as the theme 
and the track titles are all taken 
from the bible. Whatever the music 
turns out to be, drony or melodic or 
whatever, it’s always an intention be-
hind it. But most of the time I don’t 
control it myself, it just happens like 
I follow an inner will. 

You have recently been re-releasing 
a lot of older material in the Raison 
catalog, “Après Nous Le Déluge” 
and “Prospectus I” being the two 
most recent.  It’s nice that you are 
giving newer fans a chance to own 
revitalized versions of these classic 
works. For some reason I personally 
really like remastered albums and 
the prospect of hearing old material 
with updated sound quality. What 
interests you about revisiting this 
old material? Do you have plans to 
revisit any other material?

Yes, I am currently working on the 
next revisits (which I call ‘redux-
ing’); Enthralled by the Wind of 
Loneliness or as it was named in 
the original release: ‘Enthraled by 
the Wind of Lonelines’ (intention-
ally misspelled, it just looks nicer 
than the real spelling, pure aesthetic 
thing, but for the redux I’ll changed 
it to correct English spelling) and 
‘Within the Depths of Silence and 
Phormations’. They will, just as the 
case with ‘Prospectus I’ (redux) and 
‘Après nous le Déluge’ (redux), be re-
recorded from scratch just to obtain 
the best possible sound quality. My 
first albums have got a really poor 
recording/mixing quality, mainly 
due to bad equipment in combina-
tion with lack of skill in the art of 
mixing. Everything gets better from 
‘In Sadness, Silence and Solitude’ 
and from that and newer albums I 
will only revisiting making new ex-

panded editions (no rerecording , 
no new mixes, only remastering). 
The best thing about revisiting old 
albums is that everything can be 
presented in its full context. The aim 
is to collect all the material belong-
ing to the same session into one al-
bum package. All excluded tracks 
are then included (rejected tracks, 
compilation only tracks etc...).  A 
few times I also discover tracks that 
have never been published before, 
never recorded in full. They have 
only been stored as sequencer and 
sound bank data, hidden in the 
digital domains. A simple mixdown 
makes it a track, even if it may only 
be a sketch or a basic idea for a full 
track. It feels great to be able to in-
clude such tracks too. A revisit like 
these tells a story about the process 
of an album, from idea to comple-
tion and about inclusion and exclu-
sion.

In addition to the re-releases, you 
have also been steadily releasing 
live material such as “The Luminous 
Experience”, the Live Archives, and 
most recently “When The Earth 
Dissolves in Ashes”. For you, what 
are the most important aspects of 
recreating your music live? What is 
the inspiration behind releasing the 
live albums?

The first 10 years or so playing live 
(since 1996) I mostly made live ver-
sion of studio tracks. Almost always 
the live was sounding the same as 
studio tracks and there were not 
much room for improvisations and 
not very exciting for me to perform. 
But around 2006-2007 I started to 
rethink the live concept and I want-
ed every performance to be unique, 
so for a while a made almost 100% 
improvised performances. I must 
say it’s really difficult and far from 
safe to do such performances. It can 

result in disaster, even if I think it 
worked pretty well. The latest years 
I have been making things more 
safe but still with a great degree of 
improvisation if and when I want 
to; I’m using sounds from earlier 
tracks, blending them with new 
sounds and rearranging everything 
so they become new tracks. It’s like a 
big matrix and puzzle but with total 
freedom how things are connected 
and attached. I release live albums 
mostly because the music from the 
live shows are mostly unique, and 
these live tracks will never become 
into studio versions. 

You made a post recently on face-
book about moving to the K-system 
of metering and mastering (an au-
dio level measuring technique cre-
ated by mastering engineer Bob 
Katz). You already have some of 
the best mixing/production in the 
genre, how do you feel this will im-
pact your sound?

Using the K-system I will turn the 
focus on dynamic range, true peak 
and loudness normalization instead 
of compressed content and maxi-
mizing peaks. This shift will only 
benefit the music. The last 20 years 
has been called the loudness war, 
the music has been more and more 
compressed and more and more 
loud.  There has been an idea, and 
it’s still around, that loud music is 
better, so that’s why music on CD’s 
has become louder and louder. Art-
ists/bands) want their music/CD 
to be louder than music/CD’s from 
other artists/bands. But they miss 
the point of who is the real master 
of the level control. It’s not the art-
ist or any mastering engineer: it’s 
the listener. So, no matter how loud 
a CD is you’ll never know how loud 
it will be played. So, why not use less 
compression and make a good
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 sounding and dynamic master. If 
the listener wants it loud, the only 
thing to do is to push the level con-
trol on the amplifier a bit up. With 
the K-system comes three standard-
ized methods of monitor calibra-
tion, metering and leveling. These 
methods will help me make better 
dynamic, well-balanced and con-
sistent mixes and it’s also a help to 
make the music sound great on any 
broadcasting system or distribu-
tion platform. Loud masters is not 
really compliant with broadcasting 
standards or professional audio sys-
tems: they are too hot. Loud masters 
is not even good for small, cheap 
equipment: they add compression 
because of bad components.  The 
way to make it good is to use the K-
system. 

In additional to your own work, 
over the years you have been mas-
tering many albums for other art-
ists. Dark ambient and similar ex-
perimental music is predominantly 
highly DIY and not always known 
for having the utmost production 
values. In your opinion, what are the 
most important aspects of mixing/
mastering/production for this kind 
of music?

The most important aspect is to use 
the ears. My experience for DIY 
is that no one really knows much 
about music production when it 
comes to mixing and mastering. 
They do have ideas, and many make 
really good music despite the fact 
that they have no idea how their 
equipment works (and they got no 
or very little help from others). It’s 
fantastic! The ideas and the will to 
realize them is stronger than any 
technical obstacles. But, with very 
little knowledge of music produc-
tion problems will be shown during 
mastering. Most often I got question 

to fix big problems during the mas-
tering process but all those prob-
lems should have been fixed while 
mixing. The mastering process is 
not to be seen as the fixer of prob-
lems. Many productions I have been 
mastering have had problems with 
too hot frequencies at some points 
(causing resonance ringing sound 
when played loud) and often it is too 
much of the lowest frequencies that 
can’t be heard (felt) or noticed un-
less you have a good subwoofer or 
spectrum analyzer.

Some of our readers have asked me 
to question you on the Necrophorus 
project.  What inspired you to cre-
ate this project, and how does the 
writing process differ from Raison 
d’etre? 

The writing process may differ from 
album to album no matter the cur-
rent project. I have not really any 
standard process for raison d’être 
and another for Necrophorus or any 
of my other projects. I want to be 
free in my mind and I want to try 
things I have not tried before. Nec-
rophorus was started the same time 
as raison d’être, in 1991. At that time 
the intention was to make classi-
cal inspired music. Then I dropped 
the project in 1992 after a couple of 
private demo tapes. In 1995, when 
working on a new raison d’être al-
bum I discovered, in the middle of 
the process, that it was not really a 
raison d’être album at all. I then had 
the idea to use the Necrophorus 
name for this material, which then 
become the album ‘Underneath the 
Spirit of Tranquility’. It’s a bit far 
from the first classical approach of 
Necrophorus but I thought it was 
not problematic as only 5-10 people 
had heard Necrophorus material 
from 1991-1992. 

Personally, I am a big fan of the 
Svasti-Ayanam project because of 
the Tibetan Buddhism influence. Is 
there any chance of you returning to 
work on this project? Could you tell 
us a bit about what inspired you to 
start this project and work with this 
sound in the first place?

Svasti-ayanam was only a temporary 
project, it lasted one week in 1993. 
This was the week before I had to do 
my military service for a year. So, I 
almost lived with my equipment for 
a week just to make as much music 
I could because during my military 
service I would have very little time 
for a long time. I actually did a few 
additional tracks in 1994. Not sure 
why it went to a Tibetan, ritual, 
tribal sound, guess I had listened to 
some albums with the ritual sounds 
of Tibetan Buddhism and been 
reading the Tibetan book of dead 
and some religious texts in Sanskrit 
(with English translations). Anyway, 
it resulted in a demo tape which was 
later released on CD.  I also did a 
track around the millennium for a 
compilation. But that’s about all. I 
have no intention to revisit the proj-
ect, I have too many projects any-
way.

What plans do you have at this time? 
What future albums can we expect?

The next release will be Peter An-
dersson – ‘Music for Film and Ex-
hibition 3’, out in middle of May on 
Wrotycz Records. This album will 
contain new music from 2011-2013 
but also some recently found track 
sketches for the Tulpa soundtrack 
from 2000. And then there will be a 
bunch of re-releases of raison d’être 
albums. First out, as told earlier, is 
‘Enthralled by the Wind of  Loneli-
ness’ CD, redux version with some 
extra material, out on 
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Old Europa Café just after summer 
(a small chance it will be released 
before summer). Then, on the same 
label this autumn, ‘Within the 
Depths of Silence and Solitude’ 2CD 
redux version with extra material 
(compilation tracks from that pe-
riod) on the second disc will be out. 
Ewers Tonkunst will this autumn 
release an expanded 2CD edition 
of ‘In Sadness, Silence and Solitude’, 
with some previously unreleased 
tracks and a live performance on 
the extra disc. They will probably 
also release an expanded 2CD ver-
sion of ‘The Empty Hollow Unfolds’, 
with unreleased and live tracks as 
extra material, guess it will be out in 
early 2014. But in between all these 
re-releases I hope I will be able to 
start with a complete new studio al-
bum of raison d’être after this sum-
mer. I’m currently fine-tuning the 
concept. I won’t say anything about 
it now, it’s too early to say anything. 
But I’m really looking forward to do 
new music after years of digging in 
the archive.

for more information

---

www.raison-detre.info
facebook.com/raisondetreofficial
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Interview with the sacral dark ambi-
ent producer Antikatechon.

---

Firstly, could you give us a brief his-
tory of the project?

The project was born in late 2010. 
I started to compose the material 
for the debut album “Privilegium 
Martyrii” that has been released by 
Silentes in 2011. The second album 
“Chrisma Crucifixorum” has been 
produced by Rage In Eden in 2012.

What draws you to dark ambient 
music?

I entered the dark ambient music 
very young with the beautiful al-
bums of Vidna Obmana and the first 
releases of the Cold Meat Industry 
label. In 1999 I started to compose 
music with the nickname Orna-

ment. After closing that project I 
continued to make music (in solo 
and in collaboration with other art-
ists) using various names. Actually 
I also play drums in the black metal 
band Rhetra.

Your most recent album is “Chrisma 
Crucifixorum” which was released 
in 2012 on Rage in Eden.  Can you 
tell us about the ideas behind this al-
bum and what inspired it? It would 
seem to carry a strong religious/
sacral them, between the band name 
(from the term Katechon), the use 
of Latin titles, and the artwork.

The idea is to create a soundtrack 
of the cleansing that earth needs. 
Christianity is a plague and in my 
music is drowned in a sea of dark-
ness. I like too much sacral at-
mospheres joined with industrial 
elements and sometimes martial 
rhythms. Antikatechon’s philoso-

phy is the liberation from corrupted 
doctrines.
Christianity (and all religions) is so 
deeply engrained in both modern 
humanity and society; do you think 
that there is any hope of true, wide-
spread liberation? 

Humanity is destined to fall, I think 
that all of society is corrupted; reli-
gions are an expression of society. 
Most of the human race struggles 
for dominion and power and repeat 
history again and again, most of the 
human race does not learn from er-
rors; that’s why I think earth needs a 
cleansing.

I noticed that a number of tracks 
make use of long samples of voices/
spoken dialogue that are kind of 
buried within the mix; from what I 
can make out, they mostly deal with 
Christianity. What drew you to us-
ing these bits of dialogue in your
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music and the manner in which 
they are used?

I really like this element in my mu-
sic; it is like a soundtrack with a 
scene. This gives me the idea of a 
scenario in my mind. Also it gives 
me a sense of nightmare….like in 
the movies when someone’s dream-
ing and hears distorted voices, 
maybe from memories buried in 
the unconscious…or from other di-
mensions.

What is the process of composing 
a track like for this project? What 
kind of gear are you using in the 
studio?

Generally I start with a melody 
theme or a rhythmic pattern, us-
ing various synthesizers, effects and 
samples. The industrial elements 
are often realized with treated field 
recordings. I play music in a very 
simple way, no particular methods. 

I’ve heard your music described as 
“very Italian dark ambient”. Do you 
find that there is anything about liv-
ing in Italy specifically that influ-
ences your music? 

There are many talented ambient 
musicians there (Alio Die, Amon, 
New Risen Throne, Nimh, etc.) 
plus labels like AFE Records and 
Silentes; is there any kind of “scene” 
for dark ambient or dark ambient 
events there?
Well, I don’t know if living here has 
an influence on my music, for sure 
I’ve been influenced by Italian proj-
ects like Kirlian Camera and T.A.C.. 
As you said here we have great 
artists: I collaborate with Andrea 
Marutti (we have a project called 
Molnija Aura) and with Giuseppe 
Verticchio (Nimh).  Dark ambient 
events are very rare; I never played 

live with Antikatechon, it should be 
an interesting thing.

What is planned in the future for 
Antikatechon?

A powerful collaborative CD with 
Nimh will be released soon (I 
hope…) so stay tuned. 

Is there anything you can tell us 
about this collaboration? 

It will be more aggressive and noisy 
than previous Antikatechon al-
bums, and it will have some parts of 
distorted guitars. It will be also very 
hypnotic.

ANTIKATECHON
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Interview with the extremely talent-
ed old school electro-industrial act 
Dead When I Found Her.

---

Firstly, how did you get started with 
Dead When I Found Her? Great 
name, by the way – what is the in-
spiration behind it?

The name comes from a Tom Waits’ 
live performance, where he’s ex-
plaining why he hates Motels—“It’s 
always the same, the police bust in 
the door, and there I am pleading, 
officer, I swear, she was dead when I 
found her!”
Originally the name was a bit of 
a joke; that is, a friend and I were 
joking about starting a black metal 
band using the name. But not long 
after, I got back into making elec-
tronic music after a hiatus of many 
years, and decided the name would 
be appropriate.

What draws you to industrial mu-
sic?

The best industrial is beautiful, yet 

also very intense. And, being mostly 
electronic, it delivers the broadest 
pallet of atmospheres and textures. 
There are other forms of dark, brutal 
yet still beautiful music—like some 
kinds of metal—but without the ex-
tensive use of synths and samplers, 
the sonic range of that stuff still feels 
too narrow and familiar. The best 
industrial introduces you to sounds 
you have truly never heard before, 
and arranges them into an emotion-
al experience. 

Tell us a little bit about your debut 
album “Harm’s Way” – what were 
the inspirations and goals for this 
album?

The goal was to make the kind of 
music I wanted to be listening to. 
Which, of course, was the “old-
school electro industrial” sound, for 
lack of a shorter label. I was bored 
with ‘modern’ industrial and the di-
rection most of the old bands had 
taken, so I decided to attempt to 
make what I wanted to hear. I’m still 
as much in love with the old-school 
sound today as I was when I was 
15. I’m sure some people see that 
as boring or stagnant, but not me; 

I think anyone intimately familiar 
with albums like “Last Rights” feels 
like there is a world of sound going 
on there, one that could be explored 
much, much further. 

Your most recent album is “Rag Doll 
Blues” in which you seem to have 
removed some of the Skinny Puppy 
influence and incorporated more of 
an 80s synthpop sound. Tell us about 
the inspiration for this album and 
the change in terms of the sound. 
How was the process of crafting this 
album different from the debut?

If there is less Puppy influence, it 
certainly wasn’t intentional! I actu-
ally think the album has, on certain 
songs at least, an even stronger SP 
influence, but go figure. It’s true 
though that a handful of songs take a 
much more ‘pop’ direction with the 
sound, which probably colors how 
the disc feels as a whole. I can’t write 
a song without putting some kind of 
melodic hook in there, so things are 
always tipping toward pop-territory 
in everything I write. It’s much more 
difficult for me to write truly aggres-
sive music, as my tendency is toward 
melody and more 

DEAD WHEN I FOUND HER
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recognizably ‘musical’ progressions. 
Creating the album wasn’t wildly dif-
ferent from how I did Harm’s Way. 
I’d become much more knowledge-
able with the tools I was using (the 
software), whereas with HW every-
thing was brand new to me. I’d been 
out of the music-software loop for 
quite a few years, so coming back, 
things had changed a lot. I bought 
Ableton live right when I started up 
DWIFH, so creating HW was also 
the experience of me learning my 
new DAW. With Rag Doll Blues, 
I’d by that time had everything well 
under my belt, so to speak, with the 
technology, so that allowed me a 
more direct approach to getting the 
sound I wanted to achieve. 

You are also known for doing nu-
merous cover songs, 3 of these ap-
pear on the b-side/remix album 
“Stitches and Cover Ups”. It surely 
must be quite a challenge to rep-
licate a Skinny Puppy song; what 
attracts you to these songs and are 
there any plans to formally release 
any other covers?

Formal releases can be difficult for 
legal reasons, so I’m not sure if the 
other covers will show up anywhere 
besides. Selling a cover is a differ-
ent game then just posting it online, 
and some songs, ArtOfFact doesn’t 
have the rights to sell it. I usually 
do them as a way to be productive 
in-between more “serious” original 
work. It’s fun, and it’s a good way to 
keep the bands thinking about you. 
With a solid two years between re-
leases, it’s nice to have a fun way to 
remind people you’re still alive. The 
puppy covers are more like experi-
ments or challenges to me: how did 
they get that sound, how did they do 
that crazy thing… Like “Deadlines,” 
I almost don’t see that as a cover, as 
more of a (musically) literal re-

creation. I wanted to figure out that 
absurdly catchy little synth arpeg-
gio, so I used software emulations of 
the same small set of gear they were 
using at the time—a Minimoog, a 
lexicon delay, a drum machine and 
not much else. 

Even though contemporary “indus-
trial” has moved far from the classic 
sound of 80s and 90s electro indus-
trial and into more EDM/simplistic/
rave territory, quite a lot of people 
are loving your modern take on the 
old sound. Do you think there is 
any chance for a resurgence of that 
sound and aesthetics? 

It’s been very satisfying to discover 
that I’m not the only person on the 
planet who is still in love with the 
old-school sound, and that people 
are excited about hearing it return. 
I’d love to hear more bands going 
this route, but it seems pretty few 
and far between. There is a cur-
rent resurgence of Mentallo-style 
electro, with bands like Pyrroline, 
Red+Test, and Object, and I love all 
those bands. The “horror industrial” 
direction, though—well, the first 
two Necro Facility albums are all 
that I’m aware of. They did a great 
job with those, but obviously they 
have taken a different direction at 
this point. 

To go along with that, how do you 
feel about the recent influx of new 
analog hardware synths including 
the new Korg MS-20, Moog Mini-
taur, etc? I believe I’ve read that 
you are using a lot of software, but 
do you plan on investing in any of 
these?

I don’t really care about them at all, 
to be honest. I like hardware only 
for controlling my software. A nice 
keybed is crucial to me (I use the 
novation sl mk2, best keyboard of 
any controller out there), and that’s 
honestly about it. I have an APC40. 
Software instruments, to me, are like 
a technological miracle. They offer 
so much depth and flexibility, and 
eliminate all the major limitations of 
hardware—cost, routing, space. Just 
the ability to have one instrument 
loaded seven times in a single proj-
ect, for example—hardware can’t 
touch that kind of convenience. 
Old synth hardware is cool in the 
same way old cars are cool, there is a 
nostalgic value and beauty to those 
things; I mean, if somebody wanted 
to give me a Prophet 5, I’d definitely 
be freaking out. But I’m not going to 
drop three grand on the Prophet 12. 
There’s just no way that’d be worth 
it for me.

I have seen you post things in vari-
ous places about production and 
tips for getting a good 80s industrial 
sound. What are your favorite parts/
components of songs to write and 
what do you find are the most dif-
ficult?

It’s difficult for me to write “heavy” 
music. It’s something I think about 
a lot, how to create intensity and a 
sense of brutality without resorting 
to the ‘stomp’ clichés (that don’t re-
ally work anyway, IMO). A song like 
“Love In Vein” by Puppy is 
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(cont.)
really dark and intense and noisy, 
but also feels very musical. I feel like 
my songs are mostly very musical, 
but could do more in terms of de-
veloping a textural and atmospheric 
intensity. To do this, I’m getting 
more and more into Sampling (I 
use Kontakt) and heavy FX process-
ing to really try to create unheard 
sounds, things that push a song into 
new sonic territory.

As of now, do you have any plans for 
the future of Dead When I Found 
Her?

I’m heading to Calgary in June to 
play at the Terminus Festival, which 
is an amazing line-up of bands, so 
I’m really looking forward to that. 
Studio-wise, I’m always working on 
new music, and before long that will 
start taking shape into the third al-
bum, which I’d definitely like to see 
release in 2014, for sure.

for more info

---

www.dwifh.com





Interview with J. Stillings of the leg-
endary US power electronics band 
Steel Hook Prostheses. He also pro-
duces under the monikers of 
Metaconqueror and Caduceus.

---

Firstly, give us a brief history of Steel 
Hook Prostheses.

L. Kerr and I have been friends since 
high school in the late 80’s.
We started out playing in a hardcore 
punk band together around ‘91. 
Kerr was basically homeless so he 
decided to join the military to get his 
life on the right track. He did seven 
long years in the United States Navy. 
During that time I played in a cou-
ple different local Dallas death met-
al bands as vocalist and synth pro-
grammer. Kerr came back to town 
around ‘98. He immediately joined 
an industrial metal project I was in-
volved in. We were both becoming 
frustrated with the stagnant pace 
at which things were getting done. 
We decided to start a project on our 

own scrapping the guitars and con-
ventional beat driven format. We 
wanted to take a pure electronic ap-
proach yet still be heavy. We fucked 
around for several months and fi-
nally settled on the name Steel Hook 
Prostheses in 1999. We recorded a 
very limited single called Phantom 
Limbs followed by self-released full 
length entitled Apotemnophilia in 
the year 2000.

Power electronics and death indus-
trial are just about as extreme as you 
can get with music. What draws you 
to these styles?

I guess it just comes down to evo-
lution of personal taste. I’ve always 
been a seeker of extremes when it 
comes to music. It started with punk 
and evolved into thrash, death, black 
metal etc. At some point early on my 
interests forked and I started getting 
into industrial, starting with early 
Skinny Puppy and then discover-
ing the more subversive and un-
derground bands of the genre: early 
Cold Meat Industry, and Slaughter 
Productions releases. I guess the ex-
posure of all of these different influ-

ences lead me to what I do today.

SHP has been releasing since the 
early 00s; what has changed about 
your goals for the project and how 
you approach a new record?

The goals are pretty much the same. 
We’d like to just keep releasing qual-
ity work, learn new techniques for 
expanding sound possibilities, and 
keep it visceral & real. Gaining no-
tice and respect from peers and lis-
teners and getting our stuff spread 
as far across the globe as we can. I 
like to imagine some kid living in a 
shitty Texas trailer park who thinks 
Slipknot is the be all end all getting 
ahold of an SHP release and blowing 
his fucking mind.
 The approach hasn’t changed much. 
It all starts with an idea that devel-
ops into a concept, then imagining 
sound to the visuals in my head.

What is the process of composing 
material for SHP like? I imagine ca-
thartic, intense, perhaps violent? 

Definitely cathartic and intense, not 
violent! Many hours spent in
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 a small, dark and isolated room 
filled with lots of electronic equip-
ment. The only possibility for vio-
lence that I could imagine would 
be someone busting in on me and 
messing with my shit. There would 
most certainly be some violence go-
ing down at that point!

Tell us about some of your recent 
material: the 2CD compilation “Cut 
The Nose Off To Spite The Face” on 
Syzmic Records and the 3 way split 
with Breaking the Will and fellow 
Malignant artist Nyodene D re-
leased on New Forces. How did the 
idea for this split come about?

”Cut off the Nose, was a project that 
I wanted to happen for quite a few 
years. Basically compiling all the 
tracks from a trilogy of limited 3” 
cd-r’s that were released in the early 
00’s. We had been talking about re-
leasing this on CD with Syzmic Re-
cords for some time. It eventually 
evolved to include material from an 
RRRecords vinyl comp we were on 
and some unreleased live tracks. We 
are very proud of “Cut off the Nose 
to Spite the Face”. The artwork by 
L. Kerr and packaging turned out 
amazing. A good portion of our 
early history is in that disc. I would 
recommend anyone just getting into 
SHP to start with this one.
 The Tuskegee Syphilis Report is 
a 3 cassette box including Break-
ing The Will, Nyodene D and Steel 
Hook Prostheses. We were con-
tacted by New Forces and asked if 
we’d be interested in doing this. I 
liked their presentation and con-
cept and thought it would be cool to 
be released with some great up and 
coming artists. I will admit that cas-
sette is not my favorite format.. But 
we had never released anything on 
cassette before so I thought what the 
fuck. Let’s do it. I think it turned out 

really good.

Your most recent release is a live 
album (in cassette format) released 
via Disease Foundry Recordings. 
What sparked the decision to release 
a full album of live material? On that 
note, how important do you think 
live performance is for this kind of 
music? Due to the aggression and 
visceral nature of power electronics, 
I imagine live performance is the 
ideal setting for presenting this type 
of music.

.”Live and Unanesthetized” is the re-
lease you are referring to.  Yeah, Jeff 
Colwell at Disease Foundry has been 
a great friend, fellow Texan and sup-
porter of SHP for several years now. 
He asked if we’d be interested in him 
releasing something of ours, we said 
absolutely! He proposed the pro 
cassette in special packaging with 
an embroidered patch of a pros-
thetic hook. We were fucking sold! 
The material was extracted from the 
vault of unreleased live recordings 
and some collaborative recordings 
with Erin Powell of the Texas based 
Neo Folk band Awen.
 I feel a solid live performance is 
absolutely necessary in this busi-
ness. Performing live is how you 
validate your work and present it 
in reality. However, at this point in 
my life I prefer the quiet solitude of 
my studio. I have logged in a lot of 
stage time over the past 20 years all 
while maintaining a full time job. 
This has taken its toll on my body, 
many a late drunken night hauling 
equipment around in wee hours of 
the morning. I’m down with doing 
one or two good shows a year with 
quality bands and a knowledgeable, 
respectful audience.

What else is planned for SHP? Any 
new material in the works?

First and foremost we have a new full 
length CD entitled “The Empirics 
Guild” coming out on Malignant 
Records in early 2013. We have new 
material due out on the Australian 
Fall of Nature Records in the form 
of a 4 way split release and a multi-
artist compilation. A split CD with 
Crown of Bone will be released this 
year on Obfuscated Records. I’m 
currently working on vocal tracks 
for U/731’s release. I’m pretty excit-
ed to have a couple of collaborative 
tracks lined up, one with The Vomit 
Arsonist and another with Proper-
gol! A track for a digital compilation 
on Compulsive Masturbation has 
been submitted. So, busy year for us 
indeed.

You also have a solo project called 
Metaconqueror which has released 
two albums and a split. What is the 
inspiration for this project, and how 
is composing music for it different 
than working on SHP material? Is 
this project still active?

Yes, Metaconqueror is still active 
and will be indefinitely. In the rare 
event that I find myself free from 
other obligations is when I get to 
work on this. This project really has 
no boundaries or limitations. The 
output has leaned more toward the 
Dark Ambient side since the begin-
ning. It’s gradually gotten heavier. 
It mostly consists of sound designs 
that didn’t quite fit in an SHP track. 
I’ll archive away and get back to it 
after a time and start working into 
another direction. Recently I’ve 
been getting back into my metal 
roots, the newer material contains 
raw black metal guitars, blast beats, 
black noise and dark ambience. 
There are talks with Syzmic Records 
about a 10” vinyl Metaconqueror re-
lease in the near future.
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(continued)
Recently you have been working as 
a mastering engineer for many dark 
ambient, PE, noise, and related al-
bums.  These genres aren’t particu-
larly known for high quality sound. 
What is the key to getting the best 
and fullest sound in a genre based 
around rawness and heavy use of 
noise?

Yes, the mastering has kept me 
pretty busy over the last few years 
thanks to Jason Mantis at Malignant 
Records and lots of smaller labels 
and independent artists. I work each 
project on a case by case basis. Af-
ter a thorough, detailed listen I just 
start doing certain things to try to 
bring out the best possible sound. 
Trying to identify peripheral or un-
intentional noise, clicks, pops, bass 
rumble. Choosing the right type of 
EQ that best suites the track, etc. 
Finding the balance between maxi-
mum volume without too much 
limiting; whatever it takes. I guess I 
just have an ear for it.

for more info

---

steelhookprostheses.bandcamp.com

You can find the Metaconqueror 
and Caduces albums at this link as 

well.
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Artist: (ghost)
Album: Departure
Year: 2013
Label: N5MD
Genre: IDM, Ambient
Website: www.n5md.com

Basics:
Though I used to be a big follower of N5MD, I’ve paid less attention in recent years as they have moved towards 
post-rock territory. That said, I was quite pleasantly surprised to find that they’ve signed (ghost) whose music car-
ries that “classic n5md” emotional IDM sound.

Good stuff:
+ After hearing a few tracks you will immediately be drawn to comparisons to some of the older IDM acts on the 
label. I definitely hear traces of Vesna, Spark, SubtractiveLAD, and Arc Lab. I really loved those records, so it’s nice 
to hear a new act producing in that style.
+ Similar to the aforementioned acts, this music extensively draws from early 00s IDM (a great era) and, as such, 
relies on big, emotive pads coupled with catchy, languid melodies and nonlinear crackly drums a la old school 
Proem. The second half of the album is more about groovy, pad-driven pieces and reminds me a lot of Displacer. 
These elements have all obviously been done before, but (ghost) uses them as they should be used and skillfully 
fuses them into tranquil, catchy songs.
+ Good production values; after hearing so much over-compressed music from other labels, it’s nice to hear a 
record that understands the value of dynamics; for example in “Full Cycle” there is a brilliant mixture of quiet, 
reverbed percussion carrying a floating pad.

Bad stuff:
- Pretty straight forward amalgam of a bunch of other acts, nothing terribly unique or standout. 
- I would have liked more discernible melodies. The first part of the album seems to use them, but after that they 
are nowhere to be found. There are a lot of nice pads and droning bits, but more pronounced melodies would have 
benefitted these songs.

Summary: 
Departure is a solid if not particularly ambitious debut which will no doubt please fans of the N5MD style of 
IDM. I am looking forward to what (ghost) comes up with in the future; if he can expand on and evolve from this 
foundation he will certainly be an artist to watch closely. Fans of early 2000s IDM, will definitely want to give this 
a listen; you’ve heard it all before but it’s nonetheless worth hearing again.

Overall Rating: 7.5/10
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Artist: [basementgrrr]
Album: Arrival/Departure
Year: 2013
Label: Raumklang Music
Genre: IDM, Ambient, Techno
Website:  www.raumklang-music.de

Basics:
This is ironically the second album we’ve reviewed in the last week that comes from an IDM producer with their 
name in brackets and involves arrival and departure. Anyhow, this is the debut from the oddly named 
[basementgrrr].

Good stuff:
+ [basementgrrr] takes us through a few different styles on this record. The album opens with “Room 173” which 
reminds me a lot of Planet Boelex – warm, emotional ambience combined with a pronounced plucky lead. The 
second song “24 Hours Sleepless in NYC” is a very Atmogat-y style of IDM – spacious mixes focused around 
futuristic drums and layers of floating, delayed melodies. Next, he moves into a more Human Error style sound on 
“Gothenberg”: clicky IDM beats carrying huge layers of emotive pads and melancholy harmonies. After that the 
album takes an odd turn when he adds some fake Burial dub(step) elements to his typical melodic sound on “Down 
Brixton Road…”. The idea is worthy, though the result is a bit awkward. Subsequently, he veers into Techno/House 
territory, bringing a 4-4 beat into the mix on tracks like “Subhuman Station” and “Illuminated Skylines”. I’m not a 
big listener of that kind of stuff as most of it is supremely boring to me, but [basementgrrr] does a great job infus-
ing this sound with layers of driving beats, interesting pads, and moving synthlines. The short album ends with two 
remixes. The first is by Mind.Divided who adds distorted beats to “Room 173” with mixed results, and the second 
is Brazda Lui Novac does a remix of “Gothenburg” which sounds good but should have been a few minutes shorter.

Bad stuff:
- This album seems to pull a lot from other producers and ends up sounding like a conglomerate of other artists 
rather than a unique producer.

Summary: 
Very similar to a lot of other new-ish IDM/related, but in the upper ranks thereof. [basementgrrr] dabbles in some 
diverse territory on this record, and he actually pulls off every style for the most part; however, as a whole it is all 
over the place and it’s difficult to figure out exactly what [basementgrr]’s sound is. I suppose with future output 
it will become clear. Aside from a couple of weak tracks, there is some really good music on display here. Fans of 
pretty much any IDM netlabel in the last 5 yrs will dig this.

Overall Rating: 7.5/10
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Artist: Anatomia De Vanitats
Album: The Antrophic Principle
Year: 2013
Label: Cryo Chamber
Genre: Dark Ambient, Drone
Website: http://cryochamber.bandcamp.com

Basics:
In the last issue we covered one Eldar side project, Asbaar. This time we have the debut from Merce Spica’s, the 
other member of Eldar, new purely dark ambient side project Anatomia De Vanitats. Somewhat similar to Asbaar, 
this project focuses on dark, droning soundscapes with a bit of an industrial/esoteric feel.

Good stuff:
+ The Anthropic Principle is full of evocative, droning passageways. Tracks like “Reflector”, “Igneus”, and “Material” 
take me to vast empty fields covered by dense fog.  Other tracks like “Ether” take me through the bowels of great, 
ancient sewers and palaces of dead gods. “Germinal” even has a bit of an ethereal ethnic sound to it, reminding 
me of Gydja or a ghostly Robert Rich. Although the songs are predominately droning, there is a good palatte of 
sounds on display. Spica employs rising and falling synth bits along with lots of high quality sound effects (chains, 
clanking, machine-esque sounds) and the occasional bit of subtle percussion to really bolster the atmosphere on 
these tracks. The mixing is quite good and extremely spacious (similar to newer Atrium Carceri); all the different 
sounds punch through and sit right where they should. The spaciousness allows the aforementioned sound effects 
to be crystal clear and fully conjure convincing moods. Cryo Chamber is the perfect place for this as it offers a very 
deep listen which would be notably enhanced by the 24bit format.

Bad stuff:
-  Every song kind of runs together and explores a very similar sound/territory. Some of the tracks feel rather 
repetitive and I lose interest after 2 or 3 minutes.

Summary: 
In terms of composition there is nothing particularly standout, however The Anthropic Principle delivers a deep 
visionary journey to enjoyable, albeit standard, dark ambient realms. Fans of Cyclic Law and the like will certainly 
find something to enjoy here. Another great offering from Cryo Chamber.

Overall Rating: 7.5-8/10
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Artist: Halgrath
Album: Out Of Time
Year: 2012
Label: Cryo Chamber
Genre:  Dark Ambient
Website:  cryochamber.bandcamp.com

Basics:
Out of Time is the first non-Simon Heath project from the new label Cryo Chamber. Pretty soon after this was 
released, Halgrath put out a full length on Cold Meat Industry - so that should key you in on her talent. Out of Time 
is a distinct and very welcome take on the dark ambient genre.

Good stuff:
+ The album opens with the strongest track of the entire album “Summoning of the Goddess”. This gives a good 
display of the elements that Halgrath typically uses: bleak drones combined with layers of drifting, melancholy 
harmonies (piano, flute(?), synth), and subtle percussion used to drive the track along. Overall, a bit in the same 
vein as Dahlia’s Tear. The second song, the title track, is more somber, consisting of layers of ebbing low drones 
without the melodic content. These two works set the tone for the rest of the album, as the proceeding songs are all 
some hybridization of these two styles. On occasion, Halgrath also employs ghostly, quasi-amorphous vocal bits 
which are beautifully haunting & strange, and highly add to the ancient, esoteric vibe of the album. The arrange-
ments are intricate and the songs float along with steady pacing, seldom feeling repetitive. While the aforemen-
tioned components may not be entirely unique, this music stands out among its contemporaries and, personally, I 
am very glad to have another highly melodic dark project amongst the hordes of more droning acts. The produc-
tion is generally even, with only a touch of rawness which aggrandizes the “old” feel of the work.

Bad stuff:
- Some of the tracks feature some extreme high end frequency stuff, either distorted crunching (most of the 
distorted stuff sounds out of place in general) or white noise top end of other instruments…this tends to get on my 
nerves though it could be a lot worse.
 - “Dark Dusty Corner” is a terrible song that sounds unfocused with a bunch of abrasive elements that sound at 
odds with each other throughout.

Summary: 
A solid release both for Halgrath and Cryo Chamber – for her it signifies that she is a talented and unique dark 
ambient producer and certainly one to follow; for the label it further solidifies that Cryo Chamber is committed to 
high quality dark ambient music. After hearing this I plan to pick up her album on CMI. This is one to check out 
for fans of the Dahlia’s Tear style of complex, melodic dark ambient.

Overall Rating: 8/10
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Artist: Antikatechon
Album: Chrisma Crucifixorum
Year: 2012
Label: Rage In Eden
Genre: Dark Ambient, Drone
Website:  www.rageineden.org

Basics:
Chrisma Crucifixorum is the second album from Italian dark ambient producer Antikatechon and is stylistically 
very similar to his debut. 

Good stuff:
+ The album opens with “Altaria Expiatonis”, and on a surface level this gives a good representation of the album. 
Lengthy tracks with latin names that consist predominantly of waves of deep, pulsating, melodic drones combined 
with distant sfx. There is an overarching sacral and ancient feel to this work, quite similar to Raison d’etre – two no-
table examples being the cover art and his use of buried vocal samples (best heard in headphones) that are typically 
some sort of religious dialogue. These samples are interesting because they are not necessarily used for their words, 
but instead as another subtle “musicial” element to enhance and draw the listener toward a specific atmosphere. 
The second half of the opening track breaks down into an absolutely beautiful collection of plucked strings mixed 
with light, angelic pads. This was the first track I heard (before getting the album), and it won me over immediately. 
Unfortunately that kind of melodic content doesn’t return, but all the other components are recurring. Despite the 
extensive song durations, this music is very well constructed; it combines numerous layers of soaring drones, pads, 
field recordings, etc., and there is quite a bit of subtle programming that would be missed upon casual listen. To 
get the full experience this must be listened to on headphones. I never found the album to get boring, and I had 
the desire to listen to it for many days in a row after first hearing it. If his Italian contemporary New Risen Throne 
is music that captures the dark earth / hell, than this would be the music that describes the heavens.

Bad stuff:
- Would have really liked further use of plucked melodies like the second half of the opening track.
- A number of tracks feature a breakdown right in the middle where everything drops out and only a low drone 
is playing – these last for 20-30+ seconds and when listening at a low volume it sounds like the song just kind of 
ended and there is a long bit of dead air…they just seem unnecessary, or at least overly drawn out.

Summary: 
I might be a bit biased because I have a major affinity for ambient music that utilizes sacral elements, but I feel 
that Antikatechon is a must hear for people who favor the more droning side of dark ambient. This is heavy, atmo-
spheric, and provides a more engaging listen than the majority of droning ambient that I hear. For fans of Raison 
d’etre, Desiderii Marginis, Amon, etc. His first album is quite similar to this, so I encourage people to pick that one 
up as well.

Overall Rating: 8.5/10
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Artist: Caul
Album: The Long Dust
Year: 2013
Label: Malignant Records
Genre: Dark Ambient
Website: http://www.malignantrecords.com

Basics:
Caul is one of those artists of whom I’ve heard the name many times over the years, but for some reason never 
actually checked out the music. I think one thing that turned me off was that a bunch of his releases are 1 track 
albums, which I’m not a fan of. Anyway, this is his latest, released via Malignant, which is 12 tracks of melodic 
droning ambient.

Good stuff:
+ Upon turning this on, I immediately regret not having heard this project in any true capacity previously. The 
Long Dust is composed of exquisitely beautiful, deep atmospheres with a distinct cinematic edge.  This is the score 
to the wondrous mystique of untraveled lands. The album artwork is a fitting depiction of how this album “feels”. 
While the meat of the compositions lies in the tranquil, pulsating drones and subtle melodic plucks & strums, 
Caul does a fantastic job of incorporating additional elements such as percussion on “Desert Buoy”, and the bril-
liant eastern flavor of “The Unwept Waste”. Tracks like the aforementioned “Desert Buoy” and the title track “The 
Long Dust” showcase Caul’s talent for expertly utilizing many different elements to build a cohesive song which 
captivates the listener as it opens the gate to a new realm. All of the songs are passages to the same realm, but each 
is a unique exploration of that place. It’s a bit hard to easily categorize this record because although it is certainly 
ambient, it’s also beyond “ambient”; subdued film-score would be the most appropriate description I can come up 
with. To top it off, the mixing and production is absolutely grandiose.

Bad stuff:
- I really dislike the post-rock elements of “Relic” and “Anointing” but this is due to my personal aversion to guitar 
and acoustic drums, especially in ambient. However, if you are a fan of post-rock style music than I think you will 
get more out of these tracks than I.

Summary: 
A must have for fans of melodic ambient. That’s all there is to it. Ambient music is all about being deep, visionary, 
evoking unnamable profound sentiments, etc and this nails it all.  I am going to check out his previous material as 
soon as I possibly can!

Overall Rating: 9/10
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Artist: Deathstench
Album: Massed in Black Shadow
Year: 2012
Label: Black Plagve (Malignant Records)
Genre: Black Noise, Power Electronics, Black Metal
Website: www.malignantrecords.com

Basics:
From looking at the artwork it is immediately apparent that this is either a black metal or black harsh noise release. 
In this case it is a bit of both. I love the art, it has that old school death metal feel combined with esoteric elements. 
The sigil of lucifier is always good in my book. I don’t know anything about this project prior to listening to this 
CD, so let’s get to it.

Stuff
+ The record opens on a good note, the first track is a swirling mass of filth and choking blackness. Deep, hell-
ish drones are combined with grainy noise that rises and falls. Feels like I’m in a sewer in hell. The second track 
brings in more of the metal influence, you can hear strumming guitars and heavily distorted vocals through a wall 
of muck and noise. The ambient elements I liked from the first track are gone, but the same dismal atmosphere 
pervades. Depressing as fuck. The third song “Symbols in Warm Flesh” is more like the first song but the constant 
noise is really tinny and annoying sounding. “Circle of Black Blood” is a mixture of the first two songs, the dank, 
cesspool drones mixed with sludgy, lo-fi strummed guitar and vocals. “Shrine of Viscera” takes the record in a 
new direction as this is mostly straight up, raw as fuck, black metal. It’s heavy and dark and I like this, although 
the production is weird and uneven (left channel sounds way louder). It ends with painful harsh noise. The album 
closes with another track of drones and black metal guitar. The guitar feels kind of out of place here without drums. 
Overall, this is a terrifying record that sends the listener plummeting into the most shadowed regions of a festering 
nether abyss. The production is super raw which at times helps evoke the claustrophobia, dread, sense of drowning 
in muck, etc, though is a double-edged sword which also detracts from the overall atmosphere as the noisy bits 
often have a really thin, grating quality associated with amateur recording (likely the point, though I’m not into 
the poor quality for kvlt’s sake thing). Nothing particularly notable about the technical aspects or arrangement, but 
this record is more about conveying a certain kind of bleak atmosphere which it succeeds at.
 
Summary: 
One to check out for the harsh noise / black noise / death industrial / experimental lofi black metal crowd. Prob-
ably won’t apply to anyone beyond that scope, but I doubt it was meant to anyway. 

Overall Rating: 7/10
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Artist: Karsten Hamre
Album: Through Alien Eyes vol. I
Year: 2013
Label: Black Mask Media
Genre: Dark Ambient
Website: www.blackmaskmedia.net

Basics:
Through Alien Eyes vol 1 is the newest album from dark ambient stalwart Karsten Hamre – or rather, a collection 
of his last two self-released albums (Through The Valley of the Shadow and Through The Eyes Of The Beholder) . 
This comes packaged as a double disc of droning dark ambient with a 128(!) page book of photographs. This is an 
interesting concept, and he should be applauded for physical product alone. The price is reasonable as well; there 
are three sizes: A5, A4, and A3, ranging from 20 to 50 euro. 

Stuff:
Firstly, I will say that the artwork in this collection is the very essence of dark ambient. Hamre brilliantly captures 
a multitude of statues, gates, architecture, and so forth in varring states of decay through vividly detailed black and 
white photographs. The images are the perfect companion to a deep, melancholy ambient release. Unfortunately, 
I wish the music was more worthy of said package. I would have expected better from a man with such a long his-
tory in the ambient genre and so many albums under his belt. The first CD is overwhelming generic; this could be 
any amateur dark ambient producer ever. A lot of the songs are comprised predominately of low frequency drones 
which do little beyond churning the same tone for minute upon minute; occasionally some other sound effects 
will present themselves or the rise and fall of slightly higher frequency but equally amorphous drones. There are 
a number of uneven moments where new sounds will come in significantly louder than everything else which re-
sults in a jarring experience. The tracks vary greatly in average volume as well. Some of the tracks including “The 
Hollow Nothing” and “An Empty Image of the World” include drums, which is nice, however they seem to have 
been added merely for the sake of having percussion and don’t coalesce with or add anything meaningful to the 
mix. It doesn’t appear that much time or thought went into the majority of these works. However, the album ends 
on a high note with “Ode to An End” which finally shows off strong atmospheric elements and sound effects. Disc 
two is Through The Eyes Of The Beholder which I like significantly more. The tracks area bit more complex and 
deep, and are much more uniform in volume. Though quite minimal, most of these compositions succeed to some 
degree in evoking dark, murky, and/or ancient atmospheres. Kind of like exploring a forest or mountain path at 
night through dense fog. I enjoyed the last few tracks, “Gently Sing and Weep”, “In Remarkable Chambers”, and 
“Uniting Past and Present” quite a bit as they reminded me of exploring some of the more regal quarters of a decay-
ing, long abandoned old castle.  Unfortunately, some of the value of this disc is diminished when you realize that 
he recycles some of the same sounds and effects – case in point, a bunch of stuff in “A Sense of Wonder” is directly 
lifted from “Ode To An End” (or perhaps vice versa). Overall, a mixed bag that is less interesting than his album 
on First Fallen Star and his Dense Vision Shrine material, both of which I like quite a bit. 

Summary: 
Very average music with suitable accompanying art. A lofty project overall, which is commendable in itself. If you 
like murky, droning stuff give it a shot.

Overall Rating: 6/10
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Artist: Sabled Sun
Album: 2146
Year: 2012
Label: Cryo Chamber
Genre: Dark Ambient
Website: cryochamber.bandcamp.com

Basics:
2146 is the sophomoric follow-up to the acclaimed debut 2145 from this new project of Simon Heath (Atrium 
Carceri, Krusseldorf, etc etc) and continues the post-apocalyptic storyline that began in the first album. Heath is 
certainly a very inspired individual, as this album comes a mere 7 months after the debut, not to mention that he 
found the time to release 2 Atrium Carceri albums and run a label this year! For a lesser musician this would lead 
to a drastic reduction in output quality, however this proves no challenge for Heath as 2146 is as least as good as 
anything else he has put out (for reference, AC – Void was an album of the year, imo).

Good stuff:
+ The purpose of this album/project is to provide the soundtrack for a post-apocalyptic world. Now, it seems sort 
of cliché to describe dark ambient as “music for the end times” or whatever, but there is no better descriptor for 
this. 2146 is literally THE embodiment of a futuristic wasteland: walking through the twisted rubble of cities; the 
cold, endless darkness of the innards of destitute edifices; the last bit of electrical discharge from severed wires in 
a machine shop, etc. Overall there is a very cinematic quality to it, and 2146 should really be the soundtrack to a 
video game or movie. If you recall the future in Chrono Trigger or perhaps the “Wrecked Ship” area in Super Me-
troid – this is totally the soundtrack to those places (sorry for the outdated references). 
Most of the record is composed of very spacious, droning atmospheres with a plethora of subtle field samples (wa-
ter, crunching, clanking) which conjures the extreme isolation of being alone after the apocalypse, though there 
are moments of icy pads and melodies in tracks like “Exo Suit”, “My Dying Robot” and the melancholic closer “End 
Me” which borders on post-rock. One thing I really liked was how the melodic elements in “My New Best Friend” 
sound like bleeps and hums of broken electronic devices rather than a keyboard. It is traits like this that showcase 
Heath’s talent for capturing the essence of a specific place. Like all of his dark ambient work, these tracks are ex-
tremely complex with tons of things happening in each, and I definitely recommend listening with headphones to 
fully immerse yourself in these profound soundscapes.

Bad stuff:
- no hardcopy

Summary: 
This album completely does what it sets out to do. I’m not sure if it’s necessarily “better” than the previous album, 
but 2146 feels a bit more focused and seems to have solidified its unique sound – rather than bits of Atrium here, 
bits of Krusseldorf here, etc. If you like darkly vivid, engaging dark ambient and any past work of Simon Heath 
than you will want to pick this up as soon as possible. Not to be missed. 

Overall Rating: 9/10
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Artist: Cody Drasser
Album: The Fate of Things
Year: 2012
Label: Peacock Window
Genre: Dark Ambient, Drone
Website: peacockwindow.blogspot.com

Basics:
The Fate of Things is the debut album of Cody Drasser, also a member of dark ambient/noise outfit Caulbearer. 
 
Good stuff:
+ The Fate of Things is a hypnotic journey into dark, murky catacombs. The vibe goes between claustrophobic, 
watery stone passageways and the exploration of a kind of primordial inner sanctum. It has an almost lo-fi feel to 
it at times which gives it an ancient, brooding mystique. Overall, the record is exceedingly dense and bleak; it is 
comprised mainly of thick, shifting, droning masses of muck and sorrow. Occasionally there are bits of contorted 
field samples or strange sounds poking out from the mire which bolster the aforementioned atmospheres.  There is 
a good variety of intensities (and transition between them), from slower sludgier tracks like “Beyond All Known” 
to somewhat noisy and almost abrasive parts in “Through Endless”. This one reminds me a lot of less polished Yen 
Pox, Innfallen, or Wolfskin. It also features good, even mastering from John Stillings of Steel Hook Prostheses.

Bad stuff:
- While the murky formlessness of the record gives it a hypnotizing quality, it also serves as a weakness in that there 
isn’t much notable content to latch onto; it’s more of a thick shapeless mass.
- Too much emphasis on high end, especially in “Liminal Dissolution” and “Spinning Outwards Into” make these 
feel tinny and coarse to listen to. The record seems to be missing power and depth in the low end of the spectrum.

Summary: 
Quite good subterranean dark ambient that you can easily get absorbed in. Has some flaws, but shows a lot of 
potential. Very interested in seeing what he creates in the future. Fans of the labels First Fallen Star and Malignant 
should give this a shot.

Overall Rating: 7.5/10
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Artist: The Empath & Arx Kaeli
Album: Meltdown
Year: 2013
Label: Hymen Records
Genre: Experimental, Industrial, Ambient, IDM
Website:  www.hymen-records.com/

Basics:
Hymen Records brings us a new CD version of this album which was previously available as a very limited vinyl 
album. This version also features 6 new remixes. This album was developed as a direct result to the nuclear disaster 
at Fukushima, and deals with other similar things such as Chernobyl. From the press release: the intention of both 
artists for ‘meltdown’ was to make a thought-provoking statement about how these disasters drastically show the 
dimension of damage caused by the factors of coincidence and natural phenomena.”

Good stuff:
+ I’m not sure about making a thought provoking statement about nuclear disasters, but this album does showcase 
some cool gritty, experimental industrial soundscapes. It opens with a crunchy technoid piece which is extremely 
Ant Zen-y – like a more intricate Telerotor with the super low heavy bass and mechanical noises swirling about. 
The next few tracks focus more on slow, brooding atmospheres and use subtle but intricate percussion to accent 
these. The best way I can describe them is “Industrial Ambient” – they are very dense and have lots of things to 
grab your attention; they definitely remind me of walking through a factory that has been recently abandoned. 
On “Pripyat” the beats come back to provide a driving, rhythmic piece with melancholic stabs and a plethora of 
morphing sound effects. The final original track is “Rusty Forest” which again features very heavy, ominous atmo-
spheres over top of tattered technoid/idm beats. All in all, The Empath and Arx Kaeli do a fantastic job of build-
ing thick, shadowy atmospheres that evoke being in the midst of colossal industrial structures. The 6 remixes are 
varying shades of ok. Most of them bring a more structured, beat-driven feel to the original piece. The Empath’s 
own mix of Pripyat is by far the best remix on display; he brings some of his signature flavor to create a melodic, 
emotionally dense IDM track which adds some different flavors to the album.

Bad stuff:
- While acceptable, most of the remixes don’t do much for me. 
- There is a bit on “Genpatsu Teppai” that has 2 simultaneous vocal samples, each panned to one channel…this is 
overly claustrophic and annoying and it makes it difficult to focus on anything going on.

Summary: 
This is a very captivating album that lies somewhere between ambient and industrial, with idm sentiments. If you 
enjoy downtempo, complex, and highly atmospheric industrial music than I would definitely recommend this. 

Overall Rating: 8.5/10
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Artist: Atiq & EnK
Album: Fear of the Unknown
Year: 2013
Label: Mindtrick Records, Tympanik Audio
Genre: Breakbeat, Dubstep
Website: www.mindtrick-records.com 
                www.tympanikaudio.com

Basics:
Fear of the Unknown is the new collaborative record from breakbeat producers Atiq & EnK which is being released 
on vinyl via Mindtrick Records and in CD format via Tympanik Audio. While this style is standard for Mindtrick, 
this brings a new dimension to the Tympanik sound spectrum.

Good stuff:
+ Thankfully this record focuses on the “good” kind of ”dubstep”, the original style that was focused on heavy low 
end and dark, gritty, almost industrial atmospheres. It reminds me of some of the acts I used to be into a lot like Ta-
komo (also breaks guys) and Kryptic Minds. While there is certainly an emphasis on subbass and groovy half-time 
beats, there are a lot of memorable atmospheric elements and a fairly extensive use of melodic components. If all 
breaks/dubstep/whatever sounded like this, I would be a lot more inclined to listen to it.  Tracks like “Slow Clouds” 
utilize clicky style beats and quasi FM melodies bringing to mind classic IDM. Other tracks like “My Obligation” 
and “Three Minutes” have a more ethnic sound, not too far removed from the Psybient genre. “Sim One” is another 
interesting track which carries a retro-future vibe, further enhanced by the voice sample that speaks about robotics 
and lasts for the duration. My favorite track is “Like An Angels Feather” which has some quasi martial drumming 
and introduces a more sacral sound, including a choir. It’s a fantastic hybrid of genres and very memorable. 
+ Tight production. One of the problems with modern dubstep is that it’s become a club genre so everything is 
compressed to hell. This, thankfully, is not at all. It has great dynamics and use of space in the mixes.

Bad stuff:
- This is a super short album. It is 11 tracks (one being an intro and two interludes) and it doesn’t even make it to 
the 40 minute mark. The interludes (especially “What Was What”) should have been fleshed out into full length 
tracks.

Summary: 
The breaks/dubstep stuff is really not my scene, however this record does stand out to me amongst the other stuff 
of that sort I’ve heard. I really dig their approach and take on the style. It’s something different for Tympanik but 
I feel that fans of the distinctive downtempo material they release will very much enjoy this as well. Fans of the 
“classic” atmospheric dubstep looking for that sound with a plethora of interesting styles spliced in should check 
out this out for sure.

Overall Rating: 8.5/10
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Artist: Human Error
Album: Endure Yourself
Year: 2013
Label: CRL Studios
Genre: Electronica, IDM
Website:  crlstudios.bandcamp.com

Basics:
Endure Yourself is the second full length from Human Error, following the EP The DNA is DOA.

Good stuff:
+ Human Error returns with his trademark sound – the emphasis on the weighty and emotive pads, the futuristic 
atmospheres, and the poignant melodies. If you liked the first album Finite than you will definitely enjoy this one as 
well. The tracks are generally focused around cultivating a sad and hi-tech atmospheric, built with layers of dreamy 
pads and melodic content. The drums take something of a back seat and are largely linear grooves with rolling hats 
& cymbals which push the track along. Some of the faster percussion gives me a Lucidstatic vibe. The music is not 
chiptune-y whatsoever, but the cybernetic atmospheres draw my mind to the Megaman games quite a bit – and 
that’s certainly a compliment.
+ The album ends with 3 mixes of “Endure Yourself ”. Having 3 mixes of the same track is kind of lame, although 
they are each different enough to stand out. Mangadrive cranks up the tempo and transforms the title track into an 
upbeat Super Nintendo-esque action sequence, Access to Arasaka infuses bits of his trademark sound in a super 
complex stuttering IDM recreation, and r.roo ends the album with a straightforward but exceptionally atmospher-
ic and beautifully melodic take – all three of these very much outdoing the original piece.

Bad stuff:
- I think the biggest flaw on this album is the complete lack of discernible kick drum. You have some subbass 
thumping, but there is no defined punch or weight where a kick should be, leaving the mixes feeling unbalanced. 
One of the few exceptions is on “51 Miles Up”.
- Every song is a slight variation of the same idea, and there aren’t any surprises.

Summary: 
Similar to the last album Finite, Endure Yourself has numerous pleasant elements that are used effectively, though 
overall there is nothing overly standout that takes it to the next level. It’s good to see this guy continue to build on 
the foundations laid down previously and I am looking forward to hearing future output. Soundwise, this is one to 
check out for fans of Undermathic, Stendeck, etc. 

Overall Rating: 7/10
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Artist: Blank
Album: Dark Retreat
Year: 2013
Label: Artoffact
Genre: EBM, Synthpop
Website:  facebook.com/artoffact

Basics:
Dark Retreat is the newest album from this EBM project on Artoffact Records. I’m not particularly familiar with 
Blank, but if this album is any indication than they are making dark, late 90s/early 00s sounding EBM mixed with 
80s/synthpop elements.

Good stuff:
+ Dark Retreat is a nice throwback to the kind of EBM that was attractive to me – when the focus was on dark, 
futuristic atmospheres; driving basslines; thoughtful, sad melodies; and beats that were more interesting than a 4/4 
kick/hat/snare loop. There is a good amount of variety on this disc – you’ve got more powerful, upbeat EBM tracks 
(“DioChemicals”, “Zero Tolerance”), 80s inspired synthpop (“Weak Machine”), and slower moody stuff (“Fallen”). 
Each of these styles is pulled off skillfully. I really enjoy how they weave sullen and catchy melodies into the harder 
tracks (“Dreamscape”, “Eigengrau”). Blank channel Covenant’s “Bullet” in “Ocean Greyness”, to give you a period 
reference point. One of my favorite tracks is actually the dark and futuristic instrumental “Dusk Devil” where the 
listener can fully get connected with Blank’s compositional skills. While I am on the fence about the vocals, I will 
say that they are quite dynamic and energetic.
+ The production is strong, as would be expected since they enlisted Chris Peterson (FLA) and Sebastian Komor 
(Icon of Coil) to aid in production duties, and thankfully on this effort they keep away from the typical modern 
over-compressed sound.

Bad stuff:
- While the vocals have a good “industrial” texture and utilize interesting effects (this works well on the harder 
songs), the guy can’t sing and hit notes (instead tries to hit them in his usual raspy voice…and misses) and there 
are a number of times where the vocals sound awkward and clash with the smooth slow of the music – especially 
on the moodier songs which call for sung vocals. Case in point – the aptly melodic guest vocals from Elena Alice 
Fossi (Kirilian Camera) fit significantly better.
- “Dead Roads” sounds like a straight up 90s trance song. I could deal with how out of place it is if it wasn’t so 
uninspired. There are also quite a lot of 90s trance sounds in the subsequent “Timespace” which are utilized in a 
more interesting composition.

Summary: 
Overall kind of standard dark EBM, however stylistically it draws from the time when EBM was interesting and 
not just repeated shallow attempts at a club hit. If you’re a fan of that sound (Covenant, Colony 5, Evil’s Toy, etc) 
than definitely check this out. Also I think a lot of people will get a chuckle from “Dreamscape” when he sings 
about being “Not Afraid” over and over…

Overall Rating: 7.5/10
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Artist: Arduinna
Album: Winter Ruins
Year: 2013
Label: Seventh Crow Records
Genre: Dark Ambient, Neofolk, Neoclassical
Website:  seventhcrowrecords.bandcamp.com/

Basics:
While I was looking through this project’s facebook page I noticed they had a bunch of b&w photos of church 
ruins covered with snow. I saw those and thought “wow, those scenes are the embodiment of this  album’s sound”. 
Then I checked the album title and found it to be Winter Ruins – truly a fitting choice. 

Good stuff:
+ Winter Ruins opens with a very tranquil piece called “Dusk” where they introduce some of their dark ambient 
and neofolk elements: deeply melancholic pads and equally sullen plucked guuitar, mixed with a low drone and 
the sounds of wind and thunder.  The album slowly builds over the next few songs; “Amaroq” is of a similar style 
but introduced some subdued martial- esque percussion. At this point the grandeur of the album is beginning to 
manifest itself. “Melancholia” relies heavily on strummed folk guitar and light pads – it reminds me a lot of the 
folkier side of Agolloch. The melodies are very beautiful and grabbing. The production is also super clean (but 
still “cold” feeling) so the melodic elements sound crisp and really hit you. “Dream” and “Corvus Rex” explore the 
martial vibe further, though never becoming bombastic; the deep kick and rolling snares just add another layer 
of heaviness to the darkness and bolster the medieval / old world mood. “Dream” actually reminds me a lot of 
Desiderii Marginis on That Which Is Tragic And Timeless with the strummed guitars and hunting lodge vibe. On 
the second half of the album, Arduinna comes back to the subdued dark ambient sound. Tracks like “Herfstd-
room”, “La Jeune Fille Et La Mort” and “When The Last Wolf Dies” focus predominately on calm, spacious pads. 
The albums ends strongly with their most bombastic, battle march-esque track “Eryri” before the listener is sent 
to Elysium in the ultimate serene whiteness of the title track. Overall the soundtrack to cold, snow covered forests 
and ruins of the far north.
+ Like I said, the production is very good, clean, and even – especially the recording of the guitars. I like how they 
hit a few different, but interconnected, styles over the course of the album and don’t try to fit all the elements into 
every song. The variety in composition helps to keep the listeners attention throughout the album’s duration.

Bad stuff:
- A few of the more ambient tracks feel a bit too minimal and could have been developed further.

Summary: 
This is an engaging album that tactfully mixes the best elements of neofolk, neoclassical, martial and dark ambient 
in just the right balance. Definitely one to hear for fans of Cold Meat, as well as folky black metal so long as you can 
appreciate good production and ambient passages. While Winter Ruins provides a solid listen, there is some room 
to grow and I am really excited to hear what this project creates next.

Overall Rating: 8.5/10
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Artist: Various
Album: Dark Ambient Radio Vol. 3
Year: 2013
Label: Dark Ambient Radio
Genre: Dark Ambient, Drone
Website:  www.darkambientradio.de

Basics:
Here we have the third compilation from Dark Ambient Radio. I was quite excited to get this, as the first two fea-
ture some well-known acts and very good tracks. Unfortunately, this volume doesn’t feature any big name artists, 
however the songs were chosen through an anonymous voting process to ensure only the best tracks were accepted 
– and the process seems to have worked.

Stuff:
The compilation opens with Aspectee, who is one of the few names I know from his previous release on First Fallen 
Star. His offering “The Element” is a tranquil droning piece that is a little too minimal, but a fitting opener. Nepen-
the lurks in darker territory and provides a more cavernous piece which culminates with a haunting melody over a 
gaping abyss. The best track on the album comes from Valerio Orlandini – this track is very complex with a thick 
and ghostly atmosphere accentuated with lots of good, churning industrial sounds. Definitely a must hear for fans 
of the Cold Meat style. Mortaja brings us back to the steady, droning; however, in this case it is mixed with a lofty, 
empyreal mood. Crepuscular’s track starts off slow but towards the middle becomes exactly what the name sug-
gests, a “Mechanised Cataclysm” – carrying a heavy and ancient atmosphere with big mechanical sfx that slowly 
builds and becomes more destructive as it progresses. The compilation ends with an eerie, though overly repetitive, 
track from Mytrip which sounds like demons howling through a broken radio.

I was a little bit let down by a few of these tracks; Sjellos is another name I recognize from his recently signing to 
Cryo Chamber, and even though he makes 3 appearances on this compilation, none of them did much for me. His 
solo track is the best of these, and is notable for being the only one on the comp with percussion. Overall, I tend to 
find the very droney tracks here to be lacking, as I know there was more they could have put in there to keep your 
attention beyond 1 slowly modulating drone.

Summary: 
As with just about every compilation ever, there is a spectrum of material here. There are some rather good tracks 
and some very boring, amateur sounding tracks. The bulk of the compilation inhabits the mediocre to good range. 
If you’ve enjoyed the Dark Ambient Radio compilations in the past than you will likely enjoy this one as well. Fans 
of very dark, droning music are also advised to check this out.
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Artist: Various
Album: The Revenge of the Mighty Ant
Year: 2012
Label: Ant Zen
Genre: Rhythmic Noise, Technoid
Website:  www.ant-zen.com

Basics:
The Revenge of the Mighty Ant is a compilation of live mate-
rial from Bollwerk 107 in Moers, Germany which took place 
in Feb. 2012. There are 3 tracks each from Ant Zen stalwarts 
Zero Degree, Frl. Linientreu, Roger Rotor, 100blumen, and 
Asche. While this was recorded live, for the most part the 
quality is good such that you wouldn’t know it if you had not 
been told. This is a digital release and the format works to its 
advantage in some ways, especially so in that it comes with 
high quality live shots of each act, one for each track. 

Stuff:
Zero Degree
It looks like there are 2 unreleased tracks and 1 track from 
their most recent Ant Zen release. I’m not familiar with any 
of these tracks but I highly enjoyed them all. Pretty typical 
Zero Degree style: extremely atmospheric, tranquil, plod-
ding technoid with IDM sentiments. They have a penchant 
for composing emotive melodies and building lengthy, hyp-
notic passages. Definitely repetitive, though I don’t find it to 
be detrimental; in fact their music works fantastically as chill 
out music. They are only act here that is not noisy or harsh. 

Frl. Linientreu
This is the only act with whom I am completely unfamiliar. 
After hearing these tracks I am going to check out her other 
work for sure. These appear to all be previously released al-
bum tracks. “Echtzeit” opens with some crowd noise; this is 
the first time that you are aware of this being a live recording. 
These songs remind me of more distorted Angina P. Wist-
ful melodies hovering over steady, distorted beats. “Echtzeit” 
is reflective and chill, while “Von Schrecken…” is very up-
beat with crunchier percussion. The last track “Bubble” has 
nostalgic Nintendo-esque melodics over an Asche style beat. 
Overall, quite enjoyable and very “ant zen” sounding.

Roger Rotor
Rotor presents us with a track from his most recent album, 
one from his previous album, and another that I don’t rec-
ognize. His music is very dark, crunchy, raw techno. I wish 
I was experiencing this live rather than on recording, but I 

suppose this does justice to his music. The track I don’t know 
is “Beyond Beyond” and it’s a really upbeat, crunchy, pound-
ing affair and a perfect track for playing live to dancing fans. 

100blumen
I don’t like 100blumen, but I will say that they are a strange 
and distinct hybrid of noise and punk influence. These songs 
are amalgams of power noise, punk, dubstep, digital hard-
core, and related, all wrapped in a blanket of noise and bit-
crushing. This is another act that I imagine would be power-
ful in a live performance, but it doesn’t translate as well to 
recording.

Asche
Asche presents 2 tracks from his recent Easter Island Phe-
nomenon and one bside from the Stonebrain EP. “Something 
Evil” and “Knee Chopper” are my two favs from that album 
and both are driving, crunchy power noise tracks which ex-
emplify some of the best the genre has to offer. “Home Cri-
sis” is a crushing, oppressive noise track with a hellish atmo-
sphere. I love it.

Summary: 
Due to being a live album, the overall sound/production is a 
little rawer than what you’d expect on a studio album, how-
ever it was recorded well and captures these artists’ respec-
tive sounds. Unfortunately, the songs that I am familiar with 
sound nearly identical to the album versions, and as such I 
can’t really recommend this for hearing new and exciting live 
cuts of songs. Nevertheless, it does work as a compilation if 
you are unfamiliar with these artists and want to hear some 
new music. Ant Zen did a good job of picking some of the 
best tunes from each project and showcasing them in one 
convenient set. Not a must have for fans, but if you like pow-
er noise/ant zen and want to discover these bands, you won’t 
be disappointed.
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Artist: Various
Album: A Mere Invention Of The Idle Mind Vol. 2
Year: 2013
Label: Signifer / Mechanizms
Genre: Electronica, Ambient, Dubstep, Power 
Noise, etc.
Website: www.signifieronline.com

Basics:
Second volume of this compilation from Mechanizms – this time co-released with Signifier. A good mix of known 
and unknown acts. Many different styles on display, though the main current seems to be dark, bass-heavy, atmo-
spheric, and downtempo.

Good stuff:
+ The first disc opens with a very creepy atmospheric noir piece from Tea&Grief. From there it moves into a solid 
rework of a previously released Access to Arasaka track. LayerZ presents the first dubstep track of the comp, and 
although I don’t really like it, it has tight production and uses a lot of interesting nontraditional sounds – definitely 
one of the better dubby tracks here. Embodi is next with more tightly produced electronica with a melodic dub 
slant. Marching Dynamics follows suit, although their track gives me a jungle (like actual African jungle, not the 
genre) vibe. Asche brings us the first noisy track which is a bit of a departure from his usual sound, but I dig it. 
Oddly, the volume is significantly lower than all the other tracks. Zeller drops a really heavy, dirty dubstep track 
with power noise influence. Synapscape provides their typical electro/noise hybrid style with vocals. Libido For-
mandi mingles technoid and IDM on one of my favorites on this comp; very nice atmospherics and groovy per-
cussion patterns. Towards the end of Disc 1 Broken Fabiola delivers an emotionally heavy, dark, moving piece (it 
should have closed the first CD).
+ The second disc has less to offer, and I find myself skipping a lot of the tracks. Hexer veers away from seemingly 
set path and provides a well-produced, upbeat, dark dnb piece. Whormongr weighs in with spastic breakcore. 
Cenotype and Receiver add some crunch to the mix with their brands of power noise. Vuxnut (aka Shane from 
WASTE) gives us something a little different – “Indulgence” is a darkly atmospheric combination of IDM, dubstep 
and noise. Embodi makes a second appearance, this time with a straight forward 4 on the floor club track. The 
second disc is brought to a close with a lengthy, moody piece from Sleep Clinic.

Bad stuff:
- Uneven mastering. The overall volume fluctuates from track to track and it’s annoying having to constantly adjust 
the volume knob. 
- A decent amount of repetitive, go-nowhere tracks.

Summary: 
To be honest, I’m not much of a compilation person, and this whole bass-heavy quasi-dubstep sound isn’t my 
thing. That said, this has about an equal amount of notable and filler tracks. Probably didn’t need to be two full CDs 
worth of material, though there are certainly some worthwhile tracks. Perhaps others will find more to enjoy here. 
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Caulbearer – “Haunts “
[Peacock Window]

Haunts is a churning, abyssal beast. 
10 Tracks of sludgy drones that each 
slowly build into crushing jugger-
nauts of muck.  While most of these 
are overly formless and lack any tan-
gible elements, there is no arguing 
their largely hypnotic quality. This 
stuff is certainly unsettling and will 
please those looking for the darkest, 
most obscure corners of the genre. 
Reminds me a lot of Wolfskin, even 
down to some quasi bagpipe sounds 
early on. The filthy and lo-fi aspects 
of this should appeal to fans of black 
metal, rawer ambient & death in-
dustrial.  Unfortunately, the same 
formula is utilized repeatedly and 
after a couple of tracks there just 
isn’t enough going on to keep my at-
tention.

The Ebertbrothers – “Engine Eyes 
EP” [Mindwaves Music]

With Engine Eyes, The Ebertbroth-
ers bring you back to late 90s/early 
00s IDM with an electro spin. This 
album is chock full of upbeat per-
cussion and pleasant, warm, dreamy 
atmospheres which remind me of 
artists like Esem, Planet Boelex, and 
Spark. Though they are certainly 
not breaking any ground, tracks like 
“Sunset Carchase” and “Learning to 
Walk” will give you a sense of nos-
talgia for whatever you were doing 
in 2001 and a reason to nod your 
head along. I’ve never heard of this 
project before, but what caught my 
eye was the remixes here from some 
very talented artists. Karsten Pflum, 
with great use of reverb, turns “Black 
String” into a very spacious, warm, 
futuristic downtempo piece. Lack-
luster provides a fast-paced remix of 
“Feature Film” which will surely re-
mind of you early digital IDM on la-
bels like Monotonik and Kahvi Col-
lective. Badun provides possibly the 
best remix here with their take on 
“Sympathy Changes”. While there is 
not much in the way of melody, this 
one has a bit of a dark edge, like a 
high-tech factory inside a cave on a 
distant moon, and contains a flurry 
of glitchy bits and bleeps. While nei-
ther super technical nor innovative, 
The Ebertbrothers provide an album 
of pleasant grooves and wistful elec-
tronics.

Lucidstatic – “Take Your Medicine” 
[CRL Studios]

Take Your Medicine is a remix album 
features 16 artists, predominantly from 
the ranks of Lucidstatic’s own CRL 
Studios label. The mixes lean heavily 
towards EDM and away from Lucid-
static’s trademark industrial breakcore 
style. The collection opens with a su-
per generic house/dubstep “club” song 
courtesy of Sleepless. Next is a freaky 
lounge mix of “I Am” which evolves 
into heavier atmospheric dubstep. We 
then move to “According to Plan” re-
mixed by the superb Tineidae which 
sounds straight out of the Mission 
Impossible soundtrack (very Prodigy/
late 90s). Cloud Roots provides an in-
teresting dissonant hybrid of idm and 
upbeat edm on “Misplaced”. AIMON 
offers up an interesting, if cheesy, hor-
ror soundtrack-vibe mixed with a slice 
of IDM-esque percussion and wub wub 
bass. Access to Arasaka tears it up as 
always on his mix which sounds like 
a complete 50/50 hybrid of his sound 
and the Lucidstatic sound, with mortal 
kombat/killer instinct sounding vocals 
(Fight!). Beyond this point the remixes 
get less notable, they are mostly what 
sounds like acts trying to cash in on 
various popular genres (dnb, dubstep, 
witch house) but not having the pro-
duction skills to achieve this in a mem-
orable way. The album ends with by far 
worst track, a horrible mix by Xotox 
which endlessly repeats a single clum-
sy beat and it sounds like they ran the 
entire mix through a muddy fuzz/dis-
tortion effect, killing all punch and dy-
namics. Like the majority of remix al-
bums, completely a mixed bag, though 
the first half has some rather solid of-
ferings. My biggest gripe is that a lot of 
the vocals don’t fit into these remixes 
(because of the reimagined sound or 
whatever) and I think in almost every 
instance the songs would be improved 
sans vocal track. Give it a shot if you’re 
a fan of Lucidstatic’s original works.

QUICK LOOKS
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Sabled Sun – “Signals I” 
[Cryo Chamber]

The Signals series are, as the art-
ist states, “peripheral” works in the 
Sabled Sun library, so I wouldn’t ap-
proach them with the same expec-
tations as a regular album or EP. So 
far they are each one long track of 
just over 50 minutes. From what I 
gather of the description, these are 
meant to be sounds from space, 
received by the protagonist of the 
albums 2145 and 2146. Signals I is 
much more slow-moving and dron-
ing than his usual work, and in do-
ing so accurately captures the cold, 
vast abyss of outer space.  It has a 
singular scope and, through the 
long run time, is afforded opportu-
nity to fully explore that territory.  
I highly enjoy the first 20 minutes 
which feels akin to tranquilly float-
ing through space, or perhaps being 
in hypersleep while your brain hears 
the distant sounds of your instru-
ments gathering information about 
the universe. Beyond that, the jour-
ney gets darker and rougher, per-
haps the instruments now detailing 
the crushing cosmic forces within 
suns and stars. Signals I continues to 
grow darker and more dismal until 
its conclusion (insert any number 
of HP Lovecraft references as to the 
dark horrors of the outer reaches of 
space).  While not as multifaceted 
as the albums, this serves quite well 
as bonus material and would surely 
please fans of Cyclic Law style ambi-
ent, notably Gustaf Hildebrand and 
Visions. Probably reserved for hard-
core fans of the project or Heath in 
general, and I wouldn’t recommend 
picking this up before hearing 2146 
at least.

Sabled Sun – “Signals II“
[Cryo Chamber]

The second part of Sabled Sun’s Sig-
nals series, quite similar in sound 
and scope to the first. The major-
ity of this track is akin to the mid-
dle portion of Signals I, dark and 
weighty. It’s hard to explain why, but 
this gives me the distinct feeling of 
exploring a dead alien world, rather 
than being in “outer space”, per say. 
There are large sections of calming 
drones offset by more cavernous 
rumblings.  There are many good 
portions of this track, but overall it 
does less for me than the first Sig-
nals. I highly enjoy the beginning 
and end which have a steady flow 
and utilize some subtle content 
mixed with sweeping placid drones, 
culminating in hypnotic earthen re-
verberations; whereas the lengthy 
middle can tend to sound direc-
tionless and overly minimal. While 
it is very cool to hear him working 
within the paradigm of droning 
space ambient, like with the pre-
vious release, this works nicely as 
bonus material for fans, but is no 
substitute for the absolutely brilliant 
main albums. Again, mainly aimed 
at hardcore fans and completionists. 
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QUICK LOOKS
Frontier Guards – “Interface” 
[Signifier / Aliens Production]

Interface is the new genre bend-
ing album from Frontier Guards. It 
straddles the fence between Dark 
Electro and IDM. Their closest 
contemporaries would the other 
members of the Aliens roster (par-
ticularly Disharmony) who are also 
meshing together the dark electro 
and organic IDM styles. In my opin-
ion this is predominantly a dark 
electro/electro-industrial (what-
ever term you prefer) release and, 
as such, I find that the vocal tracks 
such as “Dark Age” and “Narrow-
est Path” are the most effective. 
The songs without vocals feel that 
they are missing a key component, 
though in some cases (best example 
being “Cum Spiro Spero”) the com-
position is solid enough to overlook 
that.  There are a lot of good old 
school sounds on display through-
out these tracks, and there are times 
that indeed bring to mind to classic 
Haujobb or Individual Totem. The 
songs tend to be very dense and uti-
lize a large pallet of sounds, though 
they feel more like a collection of 
different pieces linked together 
rather than a cohesive progression 
of an idea or theme. While there are 
many interesting portions, unfor-
tunately, Interface fails to break any 
new ground and is a pretty average 
release overall.  If you are a fan of 
classic electro-industrial than you 
should definitely spend some time 
with this, but it’s all stuff you’ve 
heard before.

Contagious Orgasm & Dirk Geiger 
– “Fallen Empires” [Ant Zen]

Here we have the somewhat unlikely 
pairing of prolific Japanese experi-
mental act Contagious Orgasm with 
the idm/ambient producer Dirk 
Geiger. I was a huge fan of Geiger’s 
last album and can tell you that Fall-
en Empires sounds absolutely noth-
ing like it. It seems much more in 
line with Contagious Orgasm’s out-
put, from the little I recall hearing of 
him. This album is an amalgam of 
dark industrial atmospheres and a 
plethora of experimental synth noo-
dling, occasionally punctuated with 
tribal or clumsy industrial-ish per-
cussion.  The album gives me a su-
per gritty, cyberpunk vibe and even 
the tribal pieces fit into this sound 
peculiarly well. Fallen Empires also 
carries a distinct Japanese character, 
reminding me of experimental films 
like Rubber’s Lover and the less co-
herent Gozu. While the album is 
very dense and suitably atmospher-
ic (dreary, unsettling), it also lacks 
form and direction. I enjoyed this 
record to some extent, although at 
times it is a little too “experimen-
tal” for me. I enjoy the more ambi-
ent sections without beats, these are 
done quite well and are powerfully 
evocative (“Exceed the Limit” and 
“Resistance” being good examples); 
however, for the most part I find 
that the areas containing beats less 
engaging, sounding like mediocre 
technoid beneath Thunderdome-
esque atmospheres.  The album ends 
with a dense, gritty remix by Philipp 
Munch which further bolsters the 
cyberpunk undertones and a sub-
dued, light, droning mix from PAL.

Hypnoskull  - “Electronic Music 
Means War To Us 2” [Ant Zen]

12 years later, Hypnoskull brings 
us part 2 of Electronic Music Means 
War To Us. The good news is that 
he has gone back to making late 90s 
power noise. The bad news is that 
he has gone back to making late 90s 
power noise. While the sound is a 
nice throw back to the heyday of the 
genre (although he never had the 
atmospheric or composition skills 
of Converter or Imminent Starva-
tion, and nothing has changed), 
this records only illustrates the 
complete lack of growth of the art-
ist. If this was released 15 yrs ago it 
may have been notable, but today 
these simplistic tracks, which seem 
to consist wholly of a few distorted 
drum hits and maybe a couple of 
samples, sound grossly lacking. It’s 
exciting to think that he is revisiting 
the old classic sound, but I have to 
imagine after all these years he has 
developed substantially better com-
position skills than this. The entire 
album is smashed/limited to the 
absolute max and there is hardly a 
second that is not LOUD AS SHIT. 
I guess I get it though; this is tough 
guy music. The power noise equiva-
lent of Hatebreed or the speedcore 
movement:  brief, simplistic, and 
distorted which is supposed to dis-
play some kind of primal brutality. 
If you’re a rhythmic noise junkie 
and don’t mind minimal stuff with 
nothing beyond drum n’ noise, than 
there are some tracks with heavy 
driving beats like “Show Me The 
Rhythm” and “The Payback” that 
you will enjoy, although overall I 
think even the most seasoned vet-
eran will agree that this whole affair 
sounds too dated and could have 
been much more.
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Ocoeur – “Light As A Feather” 
[n5md]

Another new n5md release and again 
it’s cool to see them release more IDM. 
Light As A Feather seesaws back and 
forth between IDM style beat-driven 
tracks and melodic beat-less “ambient” 
tracks. The IDM tracks are by far more 
appealing, but unfortunately comprise 
less than half the album. They gener-
ally rely on emotive, melancholy me-
lodic content; open, spacious mixes; 
and a flurry of clicky hats with a bit of 
glitching. The atmospheres are sullen 
and somber, just how I like them, and 
he has enough of a distinctive sound 
to fit on the n5md imprint while not 
sounding like the other acts. Unfortu-
nately, a large detriment is that the kick, 
which in every track used is basically 
just a subbass hit without much body, is 
overly present and greatly overpowers 
the mix. If I EQ the subbass down, the 
record sounds a lot more even and en-
joyable. The other portion of the album 
is made up of ambient tracks. Some, 
like “Envol”, are emotive and visionary, 
however others feel like they should 
have been cut down significantly or left 
out altogether – “My Love” could have 
said what it had to say in half the time 
and “Arret sur image” just seems like a 
10-15 sec loop repeated for three and a 
half minutes.  My personal preference 
is that I really dislike when an album 
repeatedly goes back and forth between 
beat focused songs and full ambient 
songs – it kills the flow; I either want to 
listen to IDM or to ambient, not both 
interspersed (1 or 2 ambient interludes 
perhaps). I would definitely have pre-
ferred more beat driven tracks as these 
capture my interest significantly more 
(this said as a HUGE fan of ambient), 
and maybe kept at most an “intro” 
ambient track and 1-2 others to break 
up clusters of beat tracks – or perhaps 
cut down these ambient tracks and in-
tegrate them into a beat driven track. 
Bottom line is that Ocoeur has an inter-
esting style but this album doesn’t focus 
enough on his strengths and feels lack-
luster overall.

Aidan Baker – “Aneira“
[Glacial Movements]

New release from the highly prolific 
Aidan Baker whose name you prob-
ably know. Aneria is a single 47 min-
ute excursion into the cold. Since 
this is on Glacial Movements it is 
obviously of the “glacial ambient” 
style. I like this style in theory (Nec-
rophorus – Drifting in Motion is a 
favorite of mine), but I don’t really 
care as much for this record’s style 
of super minimal drone that sounds 
like “take anything and paulstretch 
it out to 50 minutes”. Anyway, to its 
credit this sounds sufficiently stark 
and cold and is a fitting soundtrack 
to the desolate icy fields of the far 
north. It evokes a mixture of claus-
trophobia and hypnosis and allows 
me to feel like I am going crazy after 
being trapped out in a barren waste 
of endless snow alone for a suitable 
duration. So, on the one hand I find 
it too minimal and sparse, but on 
the other it accomplishes what it sets 
out to do and succeeds in capturing 
the sound it attempts to capture. 
If you like subtle, repetitive guitar 
drone stuff give it a shot. 

Parhelion – “Temples in Ice” 
[Kalpamantra]

Temples in Ice is a digital 3 song EP 
from “glacial” dark ambient pro-
ducer Parhelion. Soundwise, it is 
fairly similar to his debut full length 
“Midnight Sun” on Cycle Law: the 
long, droning arctic soundscapes 
that make the listener feel as if they 
are making the trek through a vast, 
barren, frostbitten waste in the  
north. This EP  showcases the skill-
ful evolution of the aforementioned 
sound palatte. In addition, I feel like 
this EP is actually a little darker; the 
opening track especially brings to 
mind the shadowy interior of frozen 
caves and chasms (similar to some 
of his recent compilation appearanc-
es). Parhelion has a knack for keep-
ing his droning textures interesting; 
there is good use of rising & falling 
momentum combined with gradual 
evolution to make the tracks feel 
like they are moving and exploring 
complex spaces. He also skillfully 
integrates a number of sound effects 
to bolster the cold atmosphere; for 
example, the album opens perfectly 
with water sounds, and these recur 
several times within the track to add 
a convincing subterranean feel. This 
is definitely a must get for fans of 
cold, droning ambient music (Cyclic 
Law, Glacial Movements, etc). It’s 
also free so there is no reason to skip 
it. His next full length drops soon on 
Cyclic Law, be on the lookout.
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Interview with the experimental 
noise/dark ambient act Xiphoid 
Dementia. We also touch on his 
label Existence Establishment. His 
performance in Baltimore blew me 
away me, and if you get the chance 
to see this project live don’t miss it!

---
Firstly, give us a brief history of your 
career. 

Xiphoid Dementia was born in 1999 
after some raw experiments with 
electronic music. I decided to for-
malize my interest in extreme sound 
and intense emotions with a noise 
project, I was 18 years old.

In Xiphoid Dementia you craft long, 
intricate pieces that combine ele-
ments of dark ambient, post indus-
trial, noise, and related. What draws 
you to this style? 

The most instinctual reason I feature 
so many different styles is because I 
tend to have more eclectic tastes in 
music so that leads to portraying a 
varied palette of sound within the 
styles of dark noise. On a more in-
tellectual level I think including 

several styles allows me room to 
evolve within a track’s composition 
and keep things more interesting for 
both myself as an artist and perhaps 
the listeners.

I think that it shows immense tal-
ent when a band can write very long 
songs and manage to keep the lis-
tener entertained throughout. Most 
of your songs are quite long (over 10 
minutes) and are incredibly detailed 
and complex. What draws you to 
long pieces and how do you man-
age to keep each track flowing and 
stimulating?

As mentioned in the previous ques-
tion using flow to converge into 
different styles is definitely a big 
one that helps me do this. I think 
the other part of this is focusing on 
transitions and stasis. I see my work 
as a combination of the two and I 
like to explore using both as compo-
sitional tools.

When I saw you live, you had a vast 
array of hardware pedals and no 
computer. When writing songs, do 
you typically compose some/all on 

the fly or is there writing, sequenc-
ing, and so forth “in the box”?

I never compose on the fly. I’m not 
much of an improviser although 
there is some leeway for me to do 
things differently a little bit each 
time when I play live. My basic live 
setup is to have a bank of samples, 
plus some live elements like synthe-
sizers or physical objects that I cull 
sounds from and then add effects. 
This can vary quite a bit but that’s 
the general break down. To me de-
livering an effective live experience 
often comes down to compositional 
gestures and energy.

Tell us about your latest album “Sec-
ular Hymns” released on Malignant 
Records. What was the inspiration 
for this album and the four tracks 
on it? 

The inspiration for Secular Hymns 
includes some of the events that 
happened in my life from the release 
of Might Is Blight up to a year before 
the release of Secular Hymns (it was 
about a year after I finished the 
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material until it was actually re-
leased). Secular Hymns is more of 
a collection of tracks that I melded 
into a continual flow of concept 
rather than a predetermined con-
cept album like Might Is Blight was. 
The track “What You Believe” is 
sonically influenced by the David 
Lynch film The Elephant Man and 
conceptually influenced by the doc-
umentary The Titcut Follies which 
is about a mental institution in 
Massachusetts in the mid 20th cen-
tury.  Breath is about the concept of 
breathing, what it means to human 
life and the intimacy that comes 
with hearing someone else breath-
ing in different situations. The first 
two tracks are more on the personal 
side.

For your day job you write mu-
sic professionally (for video games 
I believe?). It’s kind of funny that 
someone who is so proficient and 
successful in traditional, accessible 
forms of music would be drawn to 
such experimental, abrasive, and 
raw sounds in their personal proj-
ect. Is Xiphoid Dementia influenced 
in any way by the stuff you write for 
work? 

I mostly do sound design but I do 
write some music as well. XD isn’t 
influenced by my day job, the day 
job is just that - the way I survive. My 
interest in noise/experimental mu-
sic came first in my life and I really 
enjoy fucking around with sounds 
so much I figured I would like to do 
it all day as well as all night!

When I saw you live, it struck me 
how pristinely produced your music 
is– which is uncommon and almost 
a bit of an oxymoron for “noise” 
music. Do you have any tips for get-
ting high production value in harsh, 
very distorted, noisy music? Should 

artists strive for a high quality of 
sound, even in styles that seem to 
focus more on rawness? 

I think some forms of rawness sound 
intense and can be used for effect 
successfully. To get a good sound 
out of your gear you need to start 
with a good source and not fuck it 
up too much, that includes not over-
loading your gain stage when play-
ing live, or even when recording. 
Never run your signal through more 
effects than you need to.

What lies in the future for Xiphoid 
Dementia? 

Right now it’s kind of open. There 
is a split with Regosphere which is 
currently recorded which will hope-
fully come out this year and I will 
make an appearance on the next 
Malignant Records/Kalpaman-
tra compilation. Other than that I 
have a lot of tracks I need to record, 
probably another full-length that is 
already composed just not properly 
recorded and edited. I might take a 
break and record an dark folk album 
as well with my small project Head-
stone Brigade.

You also run a label called Existence 
Establishment. What can you tell 
our readers about that? How did 
that come about and what are your 
goals with the label? 

The label came about because for my 
first Xiphoid Dementia full-length I 
wanted to have total control in all 
aspects of the release. So I created a 
label to release it. 
No goals really, just to keep it quality 
and bring great underground art-
ists to the masses. If you enjoy deep 
dark noise, power electronics and 
industrial then you should check it 
out. You might not be familiar with 

the artists but the releases won’t dis-
appoint.

One of the things I love about dark 
ambient, power electronics, etc. is 
that there really aren’t any trends. 
That said, are there any notable 
changes in the genres / “scene” that 
you noticed since you started the la-
bel? 

I think the scene has gone through 
an explosion in the mid 2000s - 
when No Fun Fest, Wolf Eyes, and 
Prurient were at their peak. It was 
kind of awesome but also kind of 
overwhelming - lots of artists pop-
ping up, lots of people who came, 
c(r)ashed in, and then left just as 
quickly. I don’t see it as good or bad 
but simply as the landscape chang-
ing. Now I think there are a ton of 
labels and genres and artists and 
styles that have popped up but in-
terest in general has seemed to wane 
for the time being. I’m fine with it 
either way honestly.

What’s coming up for EE? 

I cringe just thinking about all the 
work to do this year! But I’m also 
excited. Most notably Apex Fest V 
in Boston during April will feature 
A Murder of Angels, En Nihil, The 
[Law-Rah] Collective, and a shit 
ton of other phenomenal projects. 
We just released a record Verdant’s 
“Sincerity” which presents a style 
of quiet power electronics which 
I think many will find unique and 
engaging. I have plans for other re-
leases as well but the schedule is so 
confusing and always changing that 
I don’t think I can mention anything 
else now.
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What inspires your music? What 
draws you to the medium of dark 
ambient?

Everything from the madness of 
life to dreams to landscapes plays a 
huge role in my inspiration.  And of 
course, the music of others fuels the 
mind’s eye from time to time and 
gives guidance in finding your own 
identity.  What did and always will 
draw me to dark ambient music is 
its power to transform a space.  It’s 
taking something little and turn-
ing it into something monumental.  
Also, I have always seen this style of 
music as painting with sounds and 
textures and I love that. 

As the project Psychomanteum, 
your debut album “Oneironaut” 
came out in 2011 on Cyclic Law. 
The title, I would imagine, meaning 
something like “explorer of dreams”. 
Tell us about the creation of, and the 
vision behind this work. In addition, 
the artwork is exceptionally beauti-
ful – can you speak on the idea(s) 
behind it?

Yes, it is the Greek word for dream 
traveler.  The initial beginnings of 
the album happened very quickly.  
The fundamental structure was re-
corded within a 2 week span.  At this 
stage, I was creating based on feel-
ings of the world, how sick and tired 
of it I was, so rejection of society 
was a common feeling that perme-
ated through the first tracks.  Inward 
Eyes to see into yourself and Out-
ward Vision to see what a horrible 
place we have made for ourselves.  
From this point, it lead to exploring 
dreams where solace from reality 
was achieved.  This is why there is a 
balance of dark and transcendental 
moods on the album.
I have always been a fan of Kati’s art, 
ever since I took notice of her work 

with Esoteric’s The Maniacal Vale 
and Raison d’etre’s Metamorphyses.  
When I discovered she also had an 
interest in ambient music, I decided 
to contact her and send a few tracks 
for her to listen to.  Her reaction was 
very enthusiastic and she offered to 
work on original artwork.  I gave her 
the basic theme…a human face with 
ancient features.  From that theme, 
she used the music as a guide to cre-
ating the artwork, so I felt privileged 
to know the artwork was born out of 
the music.

Recently Psychomanteum were part 
of the fantastic 4-way split release 
“The Unreality of Time” released by 
Kalpamantra.  These tracks would 
all seem to deal with the concept of 
Time. What can you tell us about 
your contributions to this release?

These tracks were made shortly after  
Oneironaut was finished.  Time Is 
Only Myth is one of the most com-
plex tracks in the Psychomantuem 
chambers.  There was a lot of mix-
ing involved in this track and ended 
up being very time consuming.  I’m 
still not happy with the overall mix, 
but it sounds good for what it is.  
Revolving Hands, Withering Bodies 
was originally started by Jake for a 
project he wanted to start.  This fell 
by the wayside and I decided to go 
back to this track and noticed there 
was something for Psychomanteum 
in this track.  It was edited down 
from its original 10 minute length, 
changed the structure and some 
new sounds were utilized.  This is 
now one of my favorite Psycho-
manteum tracks.  I’m also fond of 
the clock sound used through-out, 
mainly because it’s from me tapping 
on a microphone stand with a ton of 
effects on the channel.  At the End of 
Infinity is based around an improve 
piece, that was later edited

Interview with dark ambient pro-
ducer Rob Kozletski who is likely 
most known for his role in the duo 
Psychomanteum, signed to Cyclic 
Law. However, this may soon change 
as he has several new projects on the 
horizon, including a solo dark am-
bient project and a death industrial 
act called Shock Frontier which re-
cently signed to Malignant Records.

---

facebook.com/shockfrontier
facebook.com/apocryphosdrone
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 and mixed with additional effects.

You have some new projects on the 
horizon, the first being your solo 
project Apocryphos to be released 
on the label Peacock Window. What 
can you tell us about both this proj-
ect and the album? How is the cre-
ation of your solo ambient work 
different than working in Psycho-
manteum?

Apocryphos is another Greek term 
which means ‘esoteric’ or ‘what lies 
hidden’ and I feel that represents a 
lot of what I try to achieve with my 
music.  Sound wise, it is similar to 
what I did in Psychomanteum, but 
without the interference of a sec-
ond party…so I feel that makes the 
sound more personal. 
The first album will be called A 
Prisoner’s Cinema.  This was a title 
I realized right around the time 
Oneironaut was finished and actu-
ally had intentions on using it for 
a new Psychomanteum title.  But 
when I started creating music on my 
own…the progressions of the tracks 
and what I was portraying with the 
music…the title was perfect, so I de-
cided to keep it for a possible Apoc-
ryphos release.  What this title refers 
to is the phenomenon that occurs 
when your brain is suffering from 
sensory withdrawal.  For example, 
if you would isolate yourself in a 
dark room for an extended period 
of time, similar to that of prisoner 
being sent to an isolation room, you 
begin to hallucinate because your 
brain is trying to compensate for the 
loss of senses.  This phenomenon 
dates back to ancient tribes, where 
they would meditate in caves to try 
and summon their dead ancestors 
in an effort to gain knowledge from 
beyond the veil.  The title can also 
have a double meaning, where we 
are all prisoners of our mind and 

we try to escape with music, drugs, 
etc.  Sound wise, it’s dramatic in 
some places and subdued in others.  
I could say is sounds similar to Psy-
chomanteum, but honestly…I don’t 
think that is a fair comparison as I 
believe this material stands well on 
its own.

You have a second project called 
Shock Frontier which was recently 
signed to Malignant Records. This 
seems to be more focus on the death 
industrial side of the spectrum. 
What can you tell us about the 
forthcoming release? What inspired 
you to work with this sound?

Bitterness comes with age.   I have al-
ways had a love for aggressive music 
since my early age, but over the past 
couple of years have I really gained 
an appreciation for harsh electron-
ics.  The death industrial genre can 
be one of the most aggressive styles 
of music out there.  I think human 
emotions such as anger, grief and 
frustration are complex beasts and 
death industrial/power electronics 
displays this emotion perfectly to 
me.  
What inspired me to start Shock 
Frontier is all of my aggression and 
anxieties.  I’ve grown more intro-
verted and my tolerance for people’s 
inane, bullshit behavior is decreas-
ing each passing day.  I needed to 
do something about this, because 
no matter how ‘grim’ or ‘dark’ one 
might think they to be, wallowing in 
misery and rejection are some of the 
worst feelings.  So one night, I start-
ed messing with different sounds 
and effects in hopes to purge some 
of this anxiety and eventually wrote 
and recorded “Angels Upon Iron 
Horses” in one night.  I felt a con-
nection to this track and personally 
believe it’s one of the best recordings 
I ever accomplished, so I decided to 

share it on my soundcloud page and 
the feedback I got was overwhelm-
ing.  Shortly after, Jason Mantis of 
Malignant wrote to me and more 
less demanded that he release the 
first album.  So from there, I decided 
to continue working on tracks and 
this eventually lead to me discussing 
possible ideas with my close friend 
of 13 years, Kyle Carney (Defiantly 
Fading).  We’ve been through a lot 
with each other and always felt I 
can confide in him when things 
become too much.  Now with him 
taking up arms in the Shock Fron-
tier camp, the debut album Mancu-
erda Confessions will be an album 
of brute force and uncompromising 
realism.  Not for the faint of heart.  
It will also feature original artwork 
by BrianVDP, who has done count-
less t-shirt designs for many death 
metal/gore grind bands.  He is also 
the man responsible for the artwork 
gracing the cover of Terra Sancta’s 
“Sunken|Buried|Forgotten”.  He’s a 
great guy and incredibly profession-
al, given his age.  He puts all his spir-
it into his work and is doing an out-
standing job on the artwork so far.  
Overall, Mancuerda Confessions is 
going to be a relentless experience.

Tell us a little about your studio. Are 
you using different gear between 
your projects, or just using the same 
equipment in different ways?

To be honest, I do not have much of 
a studio…at least not at the moment.  
I mainly use guitar, field recordings, 
my voice and effects processing to 
create my music.  I have two very 
old processors that still work nicely; 
a ‘DBX Project 1 Compressor Gate’, 
‘DSP 256 XL Processor’ and a ‘BOSS 
M-50’ for guitar and vocal effects.   I 
also have an old Carvin PA system 
which my brother gave to me years



(cont.)
ago.  As for computer software, I 
use StudioOne 2 and Ableton Live.  
And of course, I have a wide library 
of VST plug-in instruments.  I have 
plans of acquiring more physical 
hardware like analog synthesizers 
and effect racks, plus more ethnic 
instruments.  To have a studio like 
Henrik ‘Nordvargr’ Bjorkk’s would 
be paradise.
As for the various projects, it’s a 
frame of mind.  I use the same 
equipment, but I use it in different 
ways as you said.  I love making mu-
sic and it’s what brings me the most 
satisfaction…my own personal sol-
ace.  I just get frustrated that it takes 
me so long to complete what I want 
to achieve, given that I have so little 
to work with.  I don’t even feel like a 
professional musician at times with 
what I have…just some hack strum-
ming on his guitar, tweaking knobs 
and hitting keys on a goddamned 
laptop.

I would suggest that you are some-
thing of a connoisseur in the field of 
dark ambient, always being up on 
both classic and new releases. What 
are some of your favorite newer re-
leases and what are your top 5 ambi-
ent albums of all time?

Navicon Torture Technologies and 
Theologian are two of my favorites 
right now.  I am mainly into NTT’s 
Gospels of the Gash and Your Suffer-
ing Will Be Legendary as I feel Lee 
created the perfect balance of brutal 
electronic violence and solemn dark 
ambient passages, which is an ideal 
combination when realizing human 
suffering and my own. I also love a 
lot of the releases on the Lithuanian 
label Autarkeia.  There is a project 
released on Autarkeia called Maldur 
Atai and they craft some really won-
derful material.  If

you’re at all interested in the old 
Inade sound with a nice mixture 
of Megaptera like ambience, then I 
highly suggest checking this proj-
ect out.  There are many others too 
like ‘oro!oro!’ which take on a more 
isolationist ambient sound.  And as 
always, Cyclic Law releases nothing 
but the highest quality in dark atmo-
spherics.  Frederic’s new project Ha-
van made a huge impression on me 
with Yajna and so did Lamia Vox’s 
Sigillum Diaboli.  I’ll forever love 
that classic CMI sound.  Lastly, I’d 
like to mention that Simon Heath’s 
Cryo Chamber label is really taking 
off and everything he has released is 
nothing but exceptional.  
My top 5 favorite ambient albums 
of all time still remain to be the 
following; Raison d’etre – Within 
the Depths of Silence and Phorma-
tions, Desiderii Marginis – Dead-
beat, Kammarheit – The Starwheel, 
Northaunt – Horizons and Yen Pox 
– New Dark Age.  I also feel it’s nec-
essary to mention Atrium Carceri’s 
Kapnobatai…which went with me 
on many walks through the back al-
leys of the industrial derelicts of my 
area.
Amongst the vast sea of extraordi-
nary releases out there, these 5 al-
bums have all changed my percep-
tion of what music can be, what it 
can do and have made a huge im-
pact on my personality.   These, to 

me, are undisputed classics in the 
genre and anybody looking into 
dark ambient music should look to 
these ones first. 

Any plans to bring your projects to 
the stage? Even if not, as it is widely 
regarded as a “boring” genre, what 
do you think the qualities of a good 
dark ambient performance are?

I’d love to travel and perform with 
my projects for a crowd that is will-
ing to watch me scramble around on 
a stage.  Shock Frontier is the most 
likely candidate for live performanc-
es.  Between the both of us, we have 
the gear possible for this to occur…
it’s just getting together, practicing 
and making it happen.  
I don’t think it’s an ‘overall’ boring 
genre to witness live.  There needs to 
be right conditions for making it an 
enjoyable experience, both for the 
performer and the audience.  For 
Shock Frontier, I believe we could 
make it a very confrontational ex-
perience, with a thought-provoking 
back drop and a vile stage presence.  
This and actually performing the 
music instead of triggering samples 
would lead to a great live experience.  
So depending on what style it is you 
are performing live, you either need 
a pitch black room, or a good back-
drop to accent the music.  Next, the



artist should never perform actu-
al albums tracks.  It would be like 
you loaded your own CD into the 
drive and simply hit the play but-
ton while you’re on stage checking 
emails or watching pornography.  A 
nice mixture of familiar sounds and 
new improvised pieces would be the 
ideal structure for a dark ambient 
live show.  I’d want to give the au-
dience something they recognized, 
but then proceed to show it to them 
under a different light and introduce 
new structures and eventually lead 
into new, unheard sonic terrains.  I 
feel this would yield very satisfying 
results.









Justin C. Larwick
www.vimeo.com/justinlarwick
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Here are some recent releases which we did not cover 
but would like to bring your attention to:

Kattoo – Motu  [self-released]
http://www.kattoo.de/
Lamia Vox – Sigillum Diaboli [Cyclic Law]
Vestigial – Solar/Aeon (re-issue) [Cyclic Law]
Havan – Yajna [Cyclic Law]
New project from Frederic Arbour aka Visions
Triangular Ascension – The Cronos Anomoly [Cyclic 
Law]
SubtractiveLAD – The Language of Flowers 
[self-released]
Arovane – Cycliph (digital re-issue) [N5MD]
http://n5md.com/discography/209/Cycliph-(reissue)
Dreissk – Edge_Horizon [N5MD]
Nebulo – Redkosh EP [Hymen]
Druc Drac – Retrofuture [Hymen]
Ben Lukas Boysen (aka Hecq) – Mother Nature 
[Hymen]
Lustmord – The Place Where Black Stars Hang (re-
issue) [Ant Zen]
Lustmord – Carbon/Core (re-issue) [Ant Zen]
Nimon – Drowning In Good Intentions [Ant Zen]
guitar ambient side project of Keef Baker
Sonic Area – Rarities (2003-2012) [Ant Zen]
Ah Cama-Sotz - Murder Themes II [Hands]
Steel Hook Prostheses – The Empirics Guild 
[Malignant Records]
Navicon Torture Technologies – Your Suffering Will Be 
Legendary [Malignant Records]
Abandoned Asylum – Derelicts of Distant Hope 
[Malignant Records]
Nimh & Antikatechon – Out Hunting For Teeth 
[Rage in Eden]
I.R.O.N. – Evolving [Rage in Eden]
side project of Legionarii
Aghast Manor – Penetrate [Infinite Fog Productions]
Northaunt – Barren Land (re-issue) [Infinite Fog Pro-
ductions]
Raison d’etre – Collected Works [Infinite Fog Produc-
tions]
Raison d’etre – Prospectus I (Redux) [Old Europa 
Café]
Several more Raison d’etre redux albums forthcoming 
in 2013
Karjalan Sissit – Viinaa Pittaa Juua [Eternal Soul Re-
cords]
Steve Roach – Future Flows [Projekt]

Theologian + The Vomit Arsonist – Nature is Satan’s 
Church [Oppressive Resistance Recordings]
Autechre – Exai [Warp]
Supersimmetria – Golden Ratio [Industry8]
Worms of the Earth – Azal’ucel [Industry8]
Undermathic – Indistinct Face [Tympanik Audio]
Disharmony – Room 78 [Tympanik Audio]
Totakeke – Digital Exorcist [Tympanik Audio]
Netherworld – Alchemy of Ice [Glacial Movements]
Zandoz Corp – Personal Apocalypse [Signifier]
Lucidstatic – Fatalist [Signifier]
En Nihil – The Approaching Dark [Eibon Records]
TenHornedBeast – Inverted Starless Albion 
[Cold Spring]
Iron Fist Of The Sun – Sulphur Bloodlines 
[Cold Spring]
Iron Fist Of The Sun – Who Will Help Me Wash My 
Right Hand [Cold Spring]
Emme Ya – Chthonic Transmission [Cold Spring]
Merzbow vs. Nordvargr – Partikel III [Cold Spring]
V/A – Throne [Cold Spring]
The People’s Republic of Europe – Demon Rift 
[Spirit of Progress]
Tokee / Lucidstatic / Access to Arasaka – PRV 
[CRL Studios]
Sjellos – Transmission Lost [Cryo Chamber]

Component Records has returned!
www.facebook.com/componentrecordings
they are in the process of re-relasing old material 
(Codec, Portland) and will be releasing new material 
soon.
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SPOTLIGHT RELEASES
Some noteworthy free releases you 

should have in your collection.

 V/A - Vantage Point
 [Crime League]

V/A - A Thing About Machines  
[Crime League] 

www.crimeleague.com
Displacer’s Mike Morton revives 

his netlabel!

 Tineidae - Random Signal Analysis
 [CRL Studios]
 crlstudios.bandcamp.com

Huron - Pictures From The Past
[Crazy Language] 

crazylanguage.bandcamp.com 

 Kettel - Unreleased (2002-2012)
 [self-released]
 kettel.bandcamp.com

Parhelion - Temples In Ice
[Kalpamantra] 

kalpamantra.bandcamp.com




